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Scope:  
 
This document provides coverage of the young Consumer Generated Media Metrics Sector. The author examines the current state of the 
industry and claims made by the sector leaders. Finally, an alternative to the current industry services is 
offered, with justifications.  
 
Objectives:  
 
The author clarifies the current industry segmentation, provides post-mortem on recent M&A within the CGM 
sector, and opens discussion on the latest technical trends that may come to influence the industry, including 
expanded metrics, and balanced services offerings that fuse Business Intelligence mined from Corporate 
Customer Service call centers, with in-the-wild CGM mined from the blogosphere and forums. 
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1 Executive Summary 
 
A New Model of Brand Research Bends to a Harsh Reality  
 
Measurement of the all powerful 'voice of the consumer' within the on-line media-sphere is a recent 
phenomenon emerging from the applied sciences of natural language processing (NLP). Brought to us via 
the research kitchens of academia's best minds, the science of processing text has matured to the point 
where vast repositories can be mined from a plethora of diverse sources, such as the blogosphere, user 
forums, and enterprise systems. These analytical tools are adept at providing sophisticated 'windows of 
insight' into the occurrence of textual patterns, clusters of interest, and a variety of visualizations that can 
surface trends, times, and relationships between dissimilar sources. The vendor cohort, once obscure, has 
diversified exceedingly, and we are starting to experience a much needed softening of enterprise licensing 
fees within the traditional BI tools sector. 
 
More recently, NLP, BI, and BAM services have coalesced into services that may be tasked to propagate 
actions based on complex integrations of linguistic patterns and on-the-fly statistical definitions of 
concern. This capability to act in real-time has long been coin of the realm within the intelligence 
community for nigh on a good decade, and the vendors of such systems are all too eager to sell these 
newly minted tools to enterprises who feel the need to enhance customer service and brand monitoring 
reflexes.  
 
This ability to configure actions based on natural language is also well on its way towards influencing the 
consumer sector, where these (presently quite costly) services shall become tomorrow's low-cost and 
(eventually) free features of ad supported email and search services. So shall it be with CGM metrics; 
what are now expert services and specialized technical consulting practices are due in time to become 
commoditized by virtue of inevitable market pressures. Amongst other emerging opportunities is the 
imminent fusion of speech recognition, NLP, and real-time mobile reporting that shall, in no small way, 
become the next major triumvirate driving tools and systems that measure the consumer's voice. 
 
Consumer Sentiment Analysis is the most recent and well represented, though by no means the only, 
voice of the consumer metric. The full spectrum of metrics for CGM (consumer generated media) is 
evolving and much broader than sentiment alone. Furthermore, the full arc of services embracing 
customer centric language measurements, from a consumer’s blog to a multinational company’s CRM 
database, is being driven inexorably though a predictable dependency adoption curve. In these sector 
fallout scenarios, common technology platforms (older BI and text mining vendors) shed features and 
adapt to the emerging market's center of gravity.  As the author shall explain in a latter chapter, the best 
of BI, BAM, NLP

1
, and Real-Time Intervention are all on a collision course with new age services, young 

vendors, and classical brand management consulting practices; the resulting impact will be fun to watch 
and an opportunity for agile providers of hosted services to profit handsomely.  
 
The Business of Brand Equity 
An important revelation is the close binding of brand consulting practices to the current and future 
adoption of consumer sentiment analysis, and other metrics sure to emerge. Simply put, focusing on the 
purely functional and technical service aspects of CGM metrics without a firm grasp of brand equity 
reporting will drive new ventures towards a premature orphan status. Consumer sector and B2B branding 
professionals that have had unfettered access to brand management practices will demand that new era 
services offered for CGM measurement will, at a minimum, speak their language and be able to offer 
insight into the meaning and impact of these raw figures.  
 
The ability to speak intelligently about brand services, providing context and insight regarding the client's 
needs, comprise a critical success factor - all of the current leaders in this relatively young field package 
their services in the model of brand consulting practices, offering human as well as machine metrics of 
the corpus. Even with this stark revelation, we are seeing a countervailing trend towards commoditizing 
brand metrics with the advent of universal brand taxonomies, as well as the syndication and catalog 
standardization of brand research. An active M&A trend within the multibillion dollar brand practice 
industry also points towards an increasing propensity to actively enfold some of the most innovative 
individuals and companies emerging from this new class of CGM researchers. 
 
A further observation: Leaders in the CGM quadrant are already changing their tune as to the type of 

                                                   
1
 Natural Language Processing 
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services they see as valuable in the fullness of time. There is little doubt that customized services will 
soon be displaced by syndicated, standardized research, organized under popular topics found to be most 
in demand. These syndicated reports present a better productivity model and an opportunity for CGM 
service provider's to refine and improve query sets and training data, while customizing ontological 
models that are better adapted for intergenerational measurements of similar brand targets. This is, 
ultimately, a labor limited model, with a small pool of computational linguists to draw upon. An exit out of 
customized engagements and to syndicated research is the only way for the current leaders to exploit 
their labor force before CGM metrics become no more economically substantial than page rank. 
 
Raw CGM Metrics in the Province of its Makers 
A full reading of current industry trends points to the emergence of an encompassing 'Universal 
Taxonomy of Brand' (UTB), which will surely be exposed via Web Services interfaces supplied by blog 
hosting companies and new-age CGM aggregators. In the very near future, any combination of brand and 
product identity may be instantly queried, with the return of simple, un-annotated CGM metrics. Following 
this trend, live CGM metrics will be packaged as RSS and mobile feeds, free for the taking, as value 
added services tilt the industry back towards human expertise serving classical brand equity. This trend 
towards the UTB and syndicated research will slowly depress the service fees of CGM measurement, as 
these novel metrics gradually take their rightful place as just one of many tools in the repertoire of 
professional brand equity consulting practices, or internal brand management. 
 
Balancing the Needs of Mid Market Businesses with the Multinational Enterprise 
Left out in the cold are the small and medium businesses falling between the dual chairs of not owning a 
sufficient brand presence to profitably deploy these new modalities, or rather, being solely at the mercy of 
brands they are forced to represent. In the B2B sphere, where technology rules, the IT industry has badly 
abused the concept of brand equity. The understanding of brand as a corporate asset is a foreign idea in 
virtually all technology companies, with the lone exception of Apple, and the negative example of 
Microsoft. Product management has displaced brand equity, and it may be a long and lonely journey until 
the high technology industry learns from hard fought lessons gained in the trenches of the consumer 
electronics and packaged goods industry. When these lessons are sufficiently inculcated into the IT and 
SMB services demographic, an adequate and sustainable market for CGM metrics for servicing business 
of less than 300 million annually shall be deemed viable; the sector is, unfortunately at present, 
completely naive to the dynamics of brand equity. 
 
The foregoing may be a most valuable lesson as we embark on the main body of this monograph. 
Consumer metrics have been the province of Gallup and Nielsen for decades, and these services mirror 
the maturation cycle of the American consumer culture. This culture is cresting a magnificent milestone, 
where the numbers of consumers raised on and within the sphere of electronic media is becoming 
economically significant. If not plainly manifest already, the dynamic formation of a new e-media 
generation will affect the MNC, SMB, and every nook of the society where media, metrics, and language 
of brand collide. It is interesting to note that more than one brand guru has been quoted to the effect that, 
"....the mining of MySpace is worth more than all the blogs in the world". It remains to be seen if these 
sentiments prove to be correct. 
 
Creating services to measure this cultural renaissance in progress will require a thoughtful and agile 
response to the industry trends of CGM metrics commoditization, syndication, and continual expansion of 
the repertoire of metrics.  

2 State of the Industry, CGM Metrics 
 
A Services, Trends, and Technology Overview 
 
One of the key problems of classical analysis of the state of the CGM metrics sector, when compared to 
applications en solitaire, is the rapidly changing and ever more specialized nature of CGM measurement 
(quasi) standards, as understood and consumed by classical brand management. Although the component 
technologies common to old-line text analytics may be somewhat applicable across the CGM spectrum of 
services, the particular nomenclature used by leaders within the sector is wholly inconsonant with the 
claims and language used by the tools vendors.  
 
Comparative (Derivative, Reductive, and Extractive) matrices for the young CGM metrics sector do not 
converge in harmony with the (textual analytics) tools sector for Business Intelligence and Business 
Activity Monitoring. Modern NLP analytics suites also resist an elegant overlay atop the matrices. This 
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inelegant geometry is not a failure of analytics, or of the vendor’s inadequate representation of their 
products. The aforementioned divergence is symptomatic of a sector in formation, where new tools 
emerge to fill a void, and old tools attempt to hold ground while preserving existing markets. 

 
 
The derivative (applications) quadrant of CGM metrics composed of services and tools seems to be out of 
sync with the desires of the larger market which it seeks to serve. For servicing professional brand 
management, the earliest entrants to proffer CGM measurement services seems to mirror the classical 
sector of brand consultants, speaking an easily identified 'language of brand practice', and providing some 
level, however small, of professional services delegated solely to placing the derived metrics within 
context to the research area of interest. These 'technical CGM brand practices', covered in detail shortly, 
are being sampled by both internal brand management and brand consulting agencies, while some also 
act as autonomous agencies, especially as the sector undergoes a radical and heated period of self-
discovery. 
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Within the reductive (features) matrix, tools vendors are at pains to point out that the terminology of 
'sentiment', as defined within the cold academic context of computational linguistics, is not the identical 
and interchangeable namesake used by their CGM brand monitoring services brethren. This oddity of 
terms is but one reason why purveyors of on-line brand metrics must expand their repertoire of 
measurements to encompass a complete palette of significant and measurable variables; placing the onus 
of any consumer's brand consciousness solely on the basis of linguistic polarity is, as one leading vendor 
stated, 'not destined to endure once the results are fully vetted'. Therefore, the dissonance between 
services providers and tools vendors, solely over the nomenclature of the technical term 'sentiment', 
deserves a detailed and thoughtful discussion.  
 
For the purpose of this report, tools are considered in flux and currently inconsequential, as the most 
innovative vendors for the measurement of strict sentiment (brand practice definition), are small shops 

obsessed or enamored with tools, suites, or services, but should rather focus on partnerships, OEM 
relationships, and original convergence services that exploit the company's deep competencies. Note that 
the author does not recommend the cessation of all tools research, rather, the guidance is to place tools 
within the properly resourced context - make friends in the tools community, buy and try, all while keeping 
an eye on the ball of trends and deliverables; tools are often a vice for burning hours of analysis that is 
worthless within a full-moon cycle. 
 
Language is never constant. Tonal profiles, completely unique to particular on-line communities with 
diverse generational makeup (MySpace, Second Life, professional blogs), often invert the very sense of a 
single conversation thread many times over. This makes the work of the NLP vendors look like brain 
surgery performed with crude and rusty tools. Tools vendors are reticent to forthrightly attach themselves 
to specialist services providers who, while they may use specific tools, apply their specialties within the 
context of long engagements, performing highly iterative linguistic refinements and via costly contract 
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services. These engagement models may endure for many months. This is only one reason that it is 
important to understand the disconnect between the tools and services providers, both of whom are by no 
means the sole occupants of the quadrant. 
 
Finally, before moving to our narrative section, a brief observation is in order regarding the extractive 
(composite markets and applications) charts. The current momentum of the sector when viewed from high 
above is the movement from custom to standard, from highly tuned to generalized, and from costly to 
commodity. In the countervailing trend analysis we see the expansion of metrics that will again send 
services up-scale as the spectrum broadens, and then retreat to fit the marketing niche. The extractive 
quadrant illustrates that NLP and CGM metrics are due for a convergence event that seems to be 
targeting real-time intervention, mobility, and the integration of NLP with call center speech to text 
systems, again causing a climb in the services cost indexes of complexity and an increase in margins, all 
occurring concomitantly with the commoditization of CGM metrics for simple ranking of linguistic polarity 
and what is now misunderstood as, ‘sentiment’.  

2nd Quadrant Problem Space

! Focused and Hand Optimized Results

! NLP Tools of the New Age

! Experts

! Optimization Occurs at Project or Thesauri Level (LXA)

! Beyond CSA - Expansion of Metrics

! Modular Ontology's for fine grained detection of
intergenerational lexicon

! Expansion to wider arena of social media sphere

! Deep Analysis of large durable goods market for MNCs

! Massive Samples

! Competes with Brand Equity Practices

! High Level Quantitative Metrics

! Same problems, different presentation

! Pure Feelings and Live Reporting for Politicos

! Most Difficult to Solve

! Headlong Rush to Serve 2008 Presidential Campaign

! Big $$$$ in % of ad buy

! It’s already late to start

! Large Demographics Firms on the case
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2.1 The Move Towards Syndication 
 
Umbria Corp. represents an example of one of the best resourced members of CGM research 
agencies modeled after classical brand consulting practices (100+ employees), although they are by 
no means the only CGM specialists providing human-aided brand analysis within the product 
sectors they are reporting on. 
 
The author refers the reader to the oft quoted Forrester Brand Monitoring publication which 
frequently updates the cohort. More on point, Umbria represents a classic brand consulting agency 
model that is well on its way towards a general curtailment of custom research. This is not a generic 
pronouncement that all CGM metrics firms will curtail custom engagements; rather this finding is 
derived from study of current CGM practice engagement models.  
 
The first major re-marshaling of the CGM metrics industry practices is now afoot, and the following 
points are common to all agency models in transition, including services vendors offering on-line 
reporting and ASP services, as all of the leaders are tilting towards standardized research and 
syndicated reporting: 
 

2.2 Engagement models for agency based practices are saturating their technical labor forces. 
 
Five years ago, there was a dearth of positions open to computational linguists outside of 
government and academia. Three letter agencies are on a wholesale hiring spree for linguists and 
text mining gurus, and it is becoming more difficult for CGM agencies to fill staff positions. As these 
agencies require specialists to create and tune optimized queries and advance the state of the art, 
there is a shortfall to be addressed. It is doubtful that the state of tools will compensate for this 
deficit in the next 12-24 months, hence the move towards syndicated research. 
 

2.3 The labor shortage is somewhat offset by flattening learning curves and tools maturation. 
 
It is important to realize that what makes off the shelf tools for automated CGM grading perform so 
badly, makes custom engagements look much better by comparison. For the early adopters 
segment of CGM metrics (brand managers), quality trumps cost, as these first movers are want to 
open up posts to inspect the quality of the grading. This situation of uncovering the pot will subside 
after a period of 'getting to know you'.  
 
Old-line brand professionals will churn this dynamic until satisfied that the results are only valid over 
a suitably large sample. Interventionists will require much better metrics to engage with the voice of 
the consumer, and these metrics will extend and somewhat replace 'sentiment', with more accurate 
sensors of influence, attention, intention, and provenance. Younger brand managers and tech 
product evangelists will have a better 'nose' for the true value of sentiment analysis, inherently 
discerning the proper contextual uses for the service, and will not feel compelled to inspect the 
minutia. 
 
When one reflects on the actual intended role of CGM metrics, to gain a tonal overview of a 
demographic group divorced from the poisoning influence of brand focus science, one readily sees 
that the model is destined not to replace panels and classical brand sciences, but to augment them. 
To a certain extent, tools will ameliorate the labor roadblocks, but will never solve the inherent 
deficiency of the need for experienced grammarians to form training sets for optimal results that will 
bear high scrutiny.  
 

2.4 An increasing number of agency-based CGM practices will become further specialized, becoming 
targets of acquisitions and takeover by major brand consulting agencies, similar to the dynamic that 
formed Nielsen-Buzzmetrics. 
 
This trend will surely occur in all of the following quadrant discussions, because these under-
capitalized agencies are limited by labor, publishing volume, latency of the engagement and 
marketing cycle, as well as their ability to manage growth in a sustainable fashion; if a large pile of 
work was suddenly to appear as if by good fortune, none of the current agencies, perhaps with the 
exception of Nielsen, could hope to cope with the onslaught. This is a fact of life that will drive these 
pioneers into the arms of giants that can bring resources to the table. 
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Even so, some of these agency based practices are already honing their portfolios to reflect certain 
brand and product specialties, just as the classical brand management consultancies have been 
doing for years; complementary practices will coalesce around a center of gravity revolving around 
product specializations. 
 

3 Customized Services for Brand Management with On-Line Reporting Model 
 
The primary state of industry differentiation between an Umbria and a Cymfony is the reporting model and 
the estimated propensity to go stock. All of the companies in this report are merely given as exemplars, 
and the immaturity of the sector could render these assignations quite obsolete within a matter of months. 
Customized reporting within CGM is the current default state, as there are no known adequate self service 
models or tool sets that reach the level of passing close muster by brand managers. Therefore, what sets 
the dividing line is the reporting model, as the entire quadrant is composed of custom services.  
 
Within this sub-sector, Cymfony and Buzzmetrics are proper exemplars, as both deliver customized CGM 
metrics via on-line reporting - dashboards, if you will. There are several modes of delivery, and they all 
seem equally inconsequential, as the depth of the service is contained in the quality of their data, with 
reporting taking a very distant second or third place in the mind of the brand manager. 
 
This is not to say that the form of reporting is not highly valued, and in many cases may be a deciding 
factor in closing accounts. However, the ability to proffer reporting and visualizations is a readily deploy-
able service, and may be availed by any entrant to the field. In other words, reporting is not a unique 
feature in the derivation, but is rather a semi-consequential feature made manifest by strategy of the 
practice. Therefore, the analysis and optimization practiced by Umbria and Cymfony are comparable, with 
the distinction of the availability of on-line reporting. 

3.1 The zero technology footprint has done well for those agencies, CGM or not, that deal with old line 
brand management. Internal brand equity mangers are quite used to the PowerPoint 
reporting model, bound reports, and stand-up presentations that dovetail with the advertising buy. 
Many zero technology footprint brand practices have been in this mode for decades. 
 

3.2 CGM on-line reporting via dashboard mirrors some of the more trendy practices that are catering to 
younger brand managers, and in some cases, IT industry product managers. These new age clients 
are more comfortable with self services, expect a more interactive environment, and enjoy pushing 
and pivoting data.  
 

3.3 There is a non-CGM model for this, as many brand consultancies have been offering on-line reports 
for their panels, focus groups and surveys, for years. 
 

3.4 The quadrant leaders (Cymfony, Buzzmetrics) are contemplating moving to a semi-syndicated 
model, and the creation of a catalog of standardized, popular reports. 
 

3.5 The leaders are just as labor bound as their agency paradigm brethren. The delivery of reports via 
web dashboards is a merely a refinement, an accommodation, or differentiators perishable as soft 
butter. All of these shops are virtually indistinguishable from each other when one pulls back the 
drapes.  
 

4 NLP Expert Technology Consultants 
 
Some of the most effective and unique services available are from specialized shops that are straight out 
of the academic side of NLP research. Two of these companies were interviewed for this report, and they 
are, again, by no means alone in the quadrant. These shops are almost always tilted towards open source 
tools, and they are power users of a magnitude unfamiliar even to agencies specializing in computational 
language processing. This requires an brief explanation: 
 
There has been a controversy brewing between NLP academicians who advocate open-source tools for 
language processing, and the venture backed, entrepreneurial types (some of whom are alumni), 
regarding the basic starting assumptions of providing commercial analysis of CGM, and how these 
services should be commercialized. In the former case, leading experts who set the pace for open source 
tools and new ideas are of the strong opinion that there is no magic in CSA, or NLP, and that good results 
are due to robust tools in the hands of competent engineers, sound training data provided by informed 
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clients, and a close collaboration between the parties thereof. These thought leaders have proven time 
and again that superior results can be attained over the more commercialized sector leaders. The two 
companies interviewed for this report have remained small, electing to focus on providing enabling 
services rather than commercial engagements on the scale of a Cymfony or Buzzmetrics, yet they have 
been known to engage in such account work. 
 
More to the point, both i-Alias and You-Know, Inc., have played a strategic role in several quadrant 
leaders' technical infrastructure. Both Dr. Baldwin, and Dr. Abrams (of i-Alias and YK, respectively), have 
steered many projects and are of the same opinion, generally, that there is no magic and very little 
proprietary advantage in commercial tool-sets. 
 
The opinions of these thought leaders are confirmed in interviews with several tools vendors, most 
notably, LXA, who as a leading tool-smith, admits that any inherent advantage they may hold in sentiment 
scoring is more the result of a carefully hand-crafted thesaurus, rather than secret, breakthrough 
technology. 
 
Consultative Expert NLP vendors, such as i-Alias, break the mold of the engagement model used by the 
quadrant leaders. Rather than focus on multi-week engagements costing thousands just to set up queries 
and reporting dashboards fit for only one monitoring project, consultative services are adept at training 
and equipping a technically oriented department to gear up for multiple runs, become comfortable with the 
procedure to create better training sets, and methods of fusing the open-source NLP with technical 
reporting, work-flow, and visualization engines. 
 
The advice of Messrs. Baldwin and Abrams cannot be ignored: "Each linguistic case is special, there is no 
magic to scoring sentiment, there are no fully automated tools for such, nor will there ever be one of any 
inherent accuracy. You cannot score across the lexicon of dissimilar generations. The hard work lies in 
creating training sets from good data." These authoritative 'sentiments' are likely as not to be in 
agreement with leading tools vendors, covered subsequently. 

5 Hosted Solutions, ASP model 
 
Current state of the industry suggests that ASP solutions are often discussed, yet seldom delivered as 
operational. Nielsen-Buzzmetrics has the most verbiage and collateral giving lip service to the concept, 
and they may have well delivered; there is no way to verify such installations and Buzzmetrics evades 
most polite attempts to pin down a pricing model for such. In the author's opinion, the proffer of hosted 
solutions is merely a prelude to further negotiations on OEM licensing, large engagements, and outright 
co-ventures.  
 
As large as Nielsen is in the classical demographics measurement market, including a brand consulting 
practice worth tens of millions if not more, the Buzzmetrics partnership is considerably smaller, though 
they are the largest and best resourced of all CGM specialists. It should be recalled that of all CGM 
agencies, Nielsen models its brand practice after classical brand equity offerings, offering access to 
consulting practice managers specializing in selected product verticals. 
 
Other tools vendors and NLP specialty companies, such as LXA and You-Know, also make claims to offer 
hosted services. Again, one could argue that any CGM agency offering a dashboard is an ASP, but the 
author is not quite so sanguine. An explanation: 
 
75% of the work to initiate an engagement is the manual drudgery of collecting client data, refining 
training sets, and fixing the reporting formats for dashboard visualization. No amount of hosting in the 
sense of NLP software services will remove that burden. 
 
The author has not seen any commercially available solutions that would instantly facilitate a rapidly 

solution must comprise core systems for compiling corpora, extraction, etc. (all covered in a subsequent 
chapter), but more importantly, also the systems needed for scalability and efficiency: 
 
Account management 
Billing 
Work-flow 
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Project Management 
Advanced Configuration for modular growth of the system beyond CSA 

 
Of the few credible models for building scalable systems that are appropriate for multi-user systems serving all 
aspects of a CSA practice, one to be considered is via IBM's Integration division. These are not ASP models 
per se, but are currently the only model, other than an OEM relation or strategic acquisition, that could short 
circuit the learning curve. It should be noted that the IBM integration division tasked to the CSA sector is just 
as inexperienced as any vendor in the sector, and new clients are merely fodder for the division's learning 
curve. 
 
Insofar as all models are bound by the labor intensive aspect of the engagement model and training set 
requirements, the utility of an ASP solution, if any exist at all, seems to reside in the expertise gained from the 
vendor relations, rather than the actual delivery of turn-key systems. 
 

6 Tools Quadrant 
 
When viewed in the comprehensive aggregate, the text processing tools sector becomes somewhat 
complex from a purely methodological perspective; extractive and derivative tables for features and 
targeted solutions normally found to converge in a mature or stable sector are found to diverge in the case 
at hand.  The industry  is split into several sub-specialties, again diverging between several tiers of old-
line BI and Text analytics vendors, and new age purveyors of NLP systems that offer most of the 
functions of classical BI, yet add certain 'buffed up' approaches to the latest fad, this being CSA. 
 
Old-Line purveyors of BI and text analytics are furiously catching up and adding features, but are poorly 
versed in the lingua-franca of NLP for CGM. This is an odd situation, as one would expect these 
established vendors to have some commonality with industry momentum. Such is not the case, however. 
While the old-line vendors are broadening their offerings to include tighter bindings with CRM systems, 
better multi-user visualization engines, and yes, some lexical support for 'polarity and value', they are hard 
pressed to fit cleanly into the niche of new age NLP vendors.  
 
A startling revelation shows that BI vendors, such as Attensity, Inxight, Clearforest, etc., are truly oriented 
towards a professional services model that seeks to outstrip their enterprise licensing. Some vendors 
claim a 2:1 ratio of revenues favoring services; this is one possible explanation as to why these old-line 
vendors are loathe to extend out from their comfort zone of BI and into the CGM market, where the value 
lies in not just professional services engagements, but on expert Brand advisory and linguistic services. 
Such expertise can only be fixed in place via strategic acquisitions, or by a long and tortuous hiring cycle 
via industry or academia. 
 
Although this disconnect is clearly visible, even to the author, the text analytics vendors play a small but 
significant role in some composite solutions that are just becoming interesting. Case in point, Skytide.  
 
As an example only, Skytide is a crossover tool for textual analytics using a unique computational Xpath 
engine. This server-based engine and workbench for analytics is unique in the industry regarding its ability 
to mine and analyze terabytes of data in real-time. Skytide is one of very few systems that can pull 
together multiple systems, delivering actionable events for reporting and intervention. 
 
However, Skytide is wholly dependent (not necessarily in a bad sense)

2
 on the classical BI and text 

analytics vendors. These vendors may be somewhat deficient in the state of the art for CSA (and who is 
not?), but are quite adept at textual entity extraction, SDKs, and providing flexible connections to legacy 
systems, CRM, and other data-warehouse solutions. Therefore, the classical BI vendors play an important 
role in providing the underlying functionality for text extraction with meta-data, and an interoperability 
paradigm. That some newer, more advanced tools are dependent on the established vendors for 
extraction, classification, and interoperability, is not surprising in light of the maturity of the BI sector. New 
Age text analytics vendors, both pure NLP and crossover, see no reason to burden themselves with 
recreating the wheel. 
 
The ability to execute and deliver, as well as the comfort level of the late arriving vendors also has a 
bearing on the strategic alliances between the old and new lines. nStein favors IBM for complete solutions 

                                                   
2
 Skytide relies on external entity extraction engines to generate metadata for subsequent analysis 
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delivery which includes the Omnifind search and indexing engine. IBM VARs are tasked3 to deliver a 
complete package that includes nStein's specialist packages for print publishing, BI intervention, and their 
newest nSentiment engine - the close working relationship indicates that there is a level of comity in the 
partnership. Skytide is allied with a number of classic BI vendors and seems to favor Inxight.  
 
The purpose of such an expository rendition of vendor partnerships is not intended to be exhaustive, but is 
intended to show that while there is a substantial disconnect between CSA and the old line vendors, there 
is an important and probably durable model that will carry the old line forward, creating the potential for 
further consolidation in the industry as tiny specialist vendors attach to better equipped professional 
services offerings via their old line partners. 

 

7 CGM Trends  
 
If the number of blogs, posts, and users were the only important metric of the CGM renaissance, then it 
would merely be a matter of time until professional demographers were forced to engage CGM metrics 
and sentiment mining. In such a scenario, an avalanche of analytical resources would bear down on the 
blogosphere with a vengeance. CGM metrics is a young discipline, however, and it seems that the largest 
consumers of brand demographics are awaiting an expanded repertoire of analytical methods to be added 
to the emerging spectrum of services. The earliest entrants to the metrics quadrant are somewhat 
engaged in mirroring the brand consulting practices of their multibillion dollar brethren, but have not made 
an entirely persuasive case, and have certainly not succeeded in connecting the output of their analytical 
products to the ultimate arena of influence

4
, that is, on-line advertising. The trend to depress the services 

pricing of CGM metrics via automation, shorten or eliminate engagement cycles, and to use the data for 
effective on-line ad placement and targeting, is the next evolutionary cycle for this nascent industry. 
 
Professionals outside of the technical services industry, most notably professional brand operatives (the 
largest consumers of brand metrics), are asking the question, "how does analysis of any new media serve 
as a reliable metric of brand awareness, product engagement, and the consumer's attitudes"?

5
  While 

there is no doubt that the audited numbers of blogs reported by Technorati, Cometrics, and Comscore, are 
impressive, the question remains: 'are CGM metrics reliable, desirable, sustainable, and valuable? 
Furthermore, in the target market for such services, where does the technical practice of CGM metrics fit 
within professional brand operations?'  
 
CGM metrics are reaching a plateau earlier than comparable technologies, such as web and traffic 
analytics. CGM measurements are a 'logical and linguistic leap' beyond ordinary counting and 
enumeration, and are aiming to serve a professionally demanding audience (brand managers) that have 
grown accustomed to highly detailed primary research

6
 commissioned via top-level executive directives. 

Many brand research departments are dependent on primary research conducted by Gallup, Nielsen, etc., 
and justify their professional standing by how well they steer corporate brand equity via these resources. It 
will be interesting to see how predictable generational changes within the ranks of brand management 
professionals will impact the uptake of CGM metrics services. More in a latter chapter on Brand Practice 
Dynamics. 
 
The overriding trend in the analysis of this young field devolves upon the fact that there are moves afoot 
to commoditize the metrics of one or more of the emerging CGM indicator variables; this certainly 
displeases the new age sector leaders who have made an early start in capitalizing on custom CGM 
reporting of Sentiment. As we shall see further on in the present narrative, the evolving spectrum of CGM 
metrics based on NLP will be subject to intensive downward pricing pressure by virtue of merely belonging 
to the corpus of electronic media. 
 
Virtually all machine ranked metrics will be forced towards the lowest possible pricing and joined to drive 
other more lucrative services, such as recommendation engines and on-line advertising. This is already 
happening due to the unacceptable length of CGM practice engagements. There is a self limiting cap on 
the number of custom engagements that can be reasonably expected to book, and an inherent shortage of 

                                                   
3
 Although their experience in actually delivering is unproven 

4
 There are many areas of influence, of which the advertising buy is primary, but there are many others, such as cooperative ad programs and 

inventory floor planning rates. 
5
 Reliable as in repeatable; all standard brand metrics of the old-line are repeatable across the august agencies, while CSA is highly inconsistent 

even within one vendors training set. 
6
 Primary Research is composed of focus groups, surveys, and live interviews. It is an expensive and costly science that is highly dependent on 

actuarial statistics and psychometrics.  
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linguistic professionals in the labor pool due to government competition and the unpopularity of the 
discipline. The future plans of blog hosting consortia to unleash commodity metrics for CGM will wipe out 
any chance whatsoever for specialist services based on CSA (or any one metric in isolation) to profitably 
endure. 
 
For the discipline to survive, services differentiation must take hold on a scale that is probably beyond the 
ken of the new CGM ventures. CGM agencies have committed the early misstep of narrow focus, 
impudence, shamelessness, and unbridled enthusiasm for a science that does not enjoy the unqualified 
support of its greatest scientists (when offered in a commercial sense to brand professionals). 
 
Conversely, the expert services offered through consultative practices (i-Alias, You-Know), have delivered 
within the bounds of their competency, and have left their clients well educated and technologically 
enabled for maximum flexibility. Consider what leaves a better taste in one’s mouth: a) the prospect of 
another 8-12 week custom setup cycle for one product metric campaign, $200k in fees, and, ultimately 
being left with naught, or, b) a similar or smaller investment, a modest learning curve,  and the creation of 
a slightly more technically oriented staff, leading to greater autonomy moving forward? Albeit, much 
depends on culture, but the author feels that even the most technologically averse brand practices will at 
least consider a consultative approach after growing weary of the CGM agency model. 
 
The only discordant note within the above patently obvious analysis is that equity (VC) resources have 
flowed into the CGM agencies, such as Cymfony, while consultants in the open source NLP domain have 
remained autonomous. As these providers are conveying mostly expertise, one can surmise that the 
model is not particularly attractive to venture capital resources. 
 
We are living in an era of the index, the cache, the instant search. Mine-able data from the vast corpus of 
mass media, the blogosphere, and any number of brand specific user groups are readily clustered by 
product affinity. The previous era's hurdle of indexing a corpus has been solved with the advent of 
services available through Reuters, Dow Jones, Moreover, and others. While linguistic sciences and tools 
are still a headlong race, the ready access to media has reached a watershed period wherein most 
barriers to the corpus have been rendered harmless, if not inexpensive. 
 
These manifest trends must be acknowledged and addressed so that the pursuit of a CGM and CSCCIM 
(customer service call center intervention model) can derive the best outcome from available market 

weaknesses of the early entrants into the sector, i.e., the near certain failure due to protracted 
engagements, saturated labor models, and sector-wide myopic fixation on the isolated metric of 
sentiment. 
 
The following summary points are recapitulated here for the purpose of the following discussions: 
 

7.1 CGM has been a factor since the first Usenet feeds became popular in the late 1980's, these Internet 
news groups are still active, and many are as active and relevant as their counterparts in the 
blogosphere. Many companies in the tech product sector routinely monitor these forums. 
 

7.2 Product specific user forums are as widespread as the product landscape is deep. There may not be 
a user forum for toilet paper brands, but almost every durable good that has an enthusiast following, 
does. 
 

7.3 Although Comscore's metrics are interesting, only aggregate data matters. How well this data 
dovetails with traditional brand equity variables will ultimately determine the longevity of the sector. 
 

7.4 The ROI-based model of comparing CGM metrics with traditional brand consulting practices is 
untenable – those who value the insight of a brand equity consultancy will continue to do so, and will 
not be persuaded by the siren song of CGM agencies; any uptake in the crossover of such services 
will be in addition to, not a replacement for, standard brand practices.  
 

7.5 Very early in the industry’s gestation, the visible quadrant leaders are experiencing saturation due to 
the long and costly engagement cycles that are in direct competition with traditional brand equity 
practices. While many of the pure players will collaborate with a few prestigious brand consulting 
agencies, they will wear out their welcome once it becomes apparent that they offer only an 
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incremental value add to the total pie of the full spectrum of consumer metrics. 
 

7.6 These selfsame leaders will fall victim to the pressure of acquisition by larger traditional agencies. 
The pressure will come from their early stage investors that have expressed, in no uncertain terms, 
that engagements are saturating, closing cycles remain protracted, and the possibilities of 
addressing these shortcomings through brute force hiring looks doubtful. The acquisition of 
Cymfony by TNS Media is only the first repudiation of CSA as being a direct analogue to brand 
sciences; as TNS is an advertising auditing and research conglomerate, measuring the end result 
of brand equity choices, this M&A presages a stentorian message that brand equity giants are 
simply not impressed with CSA. 
 

7.7 Most, if not all of the quadrant leaders will start the process towards standardized, syndicated 
research. This is a matter of expediency, as a narrow slice of accounts (automotive, CPG, CE, 
wireless), provide the lion’s share of brand research dollars, and are the genesis of the fortunes 
made by traditional brand agencies in fees and advertising commissions.  
 
Syndication and acquisition are the only path likely to mollify the VC’s who have sunk early capital 
into CGM services, and persuade them that there is a sustainable revenue model. The problem lies 
in the fact that the sector can only support so many redundant reports on CGM metrics for, say, cell 
phones or digital cameras. Eventually, one or two standard publishers will remain; a handful of 
customized reporting agencies will dominate, led by Buzzmetrics. Expert consultancies will occupy 
a distinguished and growing presence in the sector due to their ability to deliver lasting value. 
 

7.8 At the end of 2007 or early 2008, the blog hosts and new age CGM aggregators of the corpora will 
introduce the UTB

7
, and  this will drive some CGM agencies out of the sector, while depressing 

prices to an exceeding extent. As this dynamic settles, agencies that provide analyst insight will 
have a short resurgence, then shall also decline as brand managers learn how to integrate the new, 
practically free metrics into larger practices steering on-line advertising. 
 

7.9 The repertoire of CGM will expand through 2009, as new metrics subsume mere sentiment as the 
more accurate indicators of popularity, influence, and intention. This will bump the fees ratio for 
services, but present leaders may not be around to capitalize on the trend. 
 

7.10 A completely unforeseen sector will emerge that reconciles CGM, in its complete incarnation, with BI 
mined from CRM and call center systems. Initially, this will be a text based service, but will move 
towards real-time voice to text with computational statistics. The advent of mobile reporting, 
integration with (distributor) catalog recommendation engines, and on-line advertising purchasing, 
will favor well-resourced actors that play in all sectors.  
 

resources to acquire and OEM with under-resourced sector leaders that are teetering on the brink of 
oblivion. Furthermore, the Telco’s strong position in mobile services innovation, call centers, and 
hosted CRM, places it in a very comfortable position to ‘Cross the Rubicon’, offering customers the 
ability to connect CGM with BI mined from CRM data, sending the result in real-time to the mobile 
devices of brand and product managers. This is the future, the killer application, the missing link, 
and the overlooked opportunity. 

8 An Expanding Model of CGM Metrics 
 
Early out of the gate, and typical for early sector entrants, the quadrant leaders offering CSA have created 
a world of their own choosing – a world where CSA rules in isolation. The leader’s myopia has sowed the 
seeds of potential dissolution, as the industry at large is already moving to: 1) Commoditize raw sentiment 
metrics via the UTB, and 2) begun the definition and actual deployment of an expanded, perhaps soon to 
be standardized set of CGM metrics. If the leaders are conversant with these admittedly early trends in 
the nascent science of CGM, they are certainly not indicating such in their collateral or analyst interviews. 
 
More puzzling, the interviews reveal a marked naiveté regarding the expansion of metrics; even the 
author, three or four weeks into a study of CGM metrics, is aware of the foreshadowing of metrics 
expansion that is well underway in the WOMA world. There are several possible explanations for the void; 

                                                   
7
 Universal Taxonomy of Brand – a large and growing thesaurus of brands, products, model numbers, and means of invoking low-cost queries to 

same. 
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one likely explanation is that the leaders have their hands full trying to make CSA pay, as in the mold of 
classical brand practices, and the additional effort to expand metrics would be a resource intensive and 
potentially fatal undertaking. The accretion of expanded metrics would also muddy the perception of the 
contemporary reporting products they have struggled to create. 
 
If merely ignorant of the coming deluge of CGM metrics that is sure to emerge, then the leaders commit a 
sin difficult to redress. Market myopia claims may casualties; those too busy to anticipate the plainly 
manifest future of an industry. If deliberately ignoring coming trends in favor of focusing on deficient 
offerings, then time will choose the blessed– those offering expanded CGM metrics or pure CSA. 
 
Expanded metrics are on the way. New entrants to the sector must account for these new metrics, as 
modeling after the narrow focus of pure CSA players sets a course for difficult times. Head to head 

strength as a leader in advanced mobile services, complex and full-featured integrated network 
applications, and call center services.  
 

clumsy shadowing of the multibillion dollar brand equity business. The following is a discussion of the 
CGM industry’s most likely suspects for expanding the repertoire of CGM metrics: 
 
Note: The full state of CGM is being continually redefined, as are the actors in the quadrant. The Forrester 
Brand Monitoring Report covering CGM runs a thin 14 pages – an astoundingly lean volume for a 
company that prides itself on voluminous publishing. The industry is young; there are few players – fewer 
of notable repute. There is also an absence of standards and thesauri8. The linguistic sciences anchoring 
the base of the field are in their infancy, with warring schools of thought at once ascending, now 
retreating. The profile of the industry, as opposed to a semi-mature sector, such as SOA, is decidedly 
unstable and almost all findings are anecdotal. 

8.1 The CGM Spectrum 
 
The oft misused term, Sentiment, is the first and perhaps, most misunderstood metric heralding an 
expansive palette of CGM metrics set to bloom in 2007 – 2008. The earliest entrants to the CSA 
field have made marketing hay over the explosion of CGM and the socio-economic profiles of the 
new media consumer

9
. These entrants have had a short, hot run carried on the backs of venture 

capital, and have enjoyed a few early wins. Now, as the leaders saturate their engagement models 
and begin their transition from clones of classical brand equity agencies to syndicated publishing 
houses, time will tell indeed whether or not the sole metric of Sentiment, so clumsily implemented 
by these leaders, will endure. 
 
The following enumeration discusses present thinking on the most likely set of metrics to surface 
within the next 24 months; it is well to recall that this young field will be in flux well beyond that time, 
and that even sentiment, as the first established metric, may recede in significance as the full 
palette matures. Sentiment, as the leading element, portends the coming trend that any one metric, 
when deployed in isolation, may become devalued when offered as merely a mimic of classical 
brand sciences. CGM metrics deserves a much more thoughtful and integrated model if the field of 
endeavor is to endure in its own right, distinct from classic brand equity practices. 
 
The previous narrative explained the disconnect over the nomenclature of tools vendors and 
services purveyors, the crux of which is the technical nature of language scoring, as opposed to the 
marketing language used to pump up the stature of sentiment. As the sector matures and expands, 
the full spectrum of metrics will surely create a more normalized market and rational expectations 
within the user community. The following are the most probable indicators of CGM metrics as of this 
writing: 
 

8.1.1 Sentiment 
 
Sentiment was the first metric to be monetized in the CGM sphere. The current state of the art in 
existing NLP allows for the grading of subjective and objective statements, and the polarity of ‘value 

                                                   
8
 The early CSA vendors have failed to work together to standardize their thesauri, thereby creating divergent scorings that confound their clients, 

i.e., professional brand managers (who are already weary of the inconsistent numbers).  
9
 That blog denizens are the ideal consumer profile – educated, economically desirable, etc. 
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words’. Of course, the most often cited deficiency is that a difference in intergenerational lexicon is 
very common, and the stream of a social media conversation can alternate between several 
generations of lexical scope. The currently cited accuracy of NLP scoring of sentiment is 70% overall 
for large samples. When subject to close scrutiny, and compared to standardized brand metrics 
(panels and surveys constructed by branding experts and backed up by the mathematics of actuarial 
statisticians), CSA always disappoints. 
 
Sentiment scoring is improved by hand optimization of the training set, and this is a very labor 
intensive process that requires a deep knowledge of the language, generation, subject matter, and the 
anticipated ontology. Most layman users of CSA are either nonplussed or even disappointed when the 
hood is lifted and the scoring subject to scrutiny. In large samples, sentiment scoring can be a useful 
metric, but one that will ultimately always be subjected to the worst scrutiny, as anyone can discern 
what they believe to be an incorrect score. 
 
Actually, the act of scoring for training purposes or post analysis verification is an exhausting act of 
boredom and frustration; very often, multiple readings of a long post or quaint confabulation will result 
in the reader becoming very burned out. Also, putting the iterative task of refining linguistic training sets 
even partially on the user's shoulders is at odds with the classical brand consulting industry's 
standardized methods of deploying highly refined and standardized surveys and panels. 

  
Sentiment as a metric is slated to recede in importance as it is joined to the growing spectrum of 
metrics. This expansion of the metrics comes none too soon, as the shine if being rubbed of sentiment 
faster than anyone in the business has anticipated. 
 

8.1.2 Influence 
 
The influence metric is currently considered both in a qualitative and quantitative sense. As an 
evolving metric, the industry is unsure how the numeric will be normalized and conveyed. As an 
indicator useful for interventionists, at least one vendor (Buzzlogic) has a workable model for 
exploiting influence. 
 
Influence measures the center of gravity of a conversation by grading the number and quality of 
inbound and outbound links. The theory is that what is popular may not be influential, and vice versa. 
In order to make Influence a practical metric, the service provider must identify the influencer and rank 
according to the following criteria: 
 
   1. Relevance of Topic - defined by the query terms 
   2. Occurrences 
   3. Linking 
   4. Popularity 
   5. Referrers 
   6. Linguistics 
 
Influence, as presented by Buzzlogic, is a graded metric, however, its use is targeted at intervention, 
rather than a purely numeric scoring across a broad range of samples. As the sector matures, 
Influence will take on a more expansive role as a quantitative metric. The Buzzlogic implementation is 
quite optimized for identifying and engaging in the conversation stream. Other vendors will stop at 
identifying influencers and providing a more expansive view across a broader swath of the corpora. 
 

8.1.3 Attention 
 
Attention is the number of eyeballs on a post or blog, the ratio of the number of page viewers to RSS 
subscribers, etc. Attention is a common metric made popular and free by FeedDemon and other blog 
management services. Although there are certain enhancements that can be added to the Attention 
metric as a value add or paid service

10
, this metric is subsumed by other more interesting indicators. In 

other words, Attention is used by other metrics and grading engines in order to assist in targeting 
interesting posts and forums. 
 

                                                   
10

 There are many optimizations for up selling attention metrics; see Feed Demon services, etc.  
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8.1.4 Intention 
 
Intention gauges the intent behind an influencer’s motivation for posting a product review or opinion. 
This metric has not been released into the wild, and very few of this report’s interviewees have any 
notion of when this might happen. What is known is that there certainly is work being carried on to 
track influential posters that contribute high visibility, product specific articles

11
. 

 
Intention may become an important metric, as it may lead to the ability to filter out ‘paid’ content that 
appears across many product and industry sites. 
 

8.1.5 Provenance 
 
Related to the work being done on open identity (a social media initiative), Provenance seeks to 
establish that the contribution of content is attributed to its true owner and author. In an era of free 
email accounts and a generally anonymous medium, provenance has ramifications that go beyond 
CGM metrics. 
 
Within the CGM metrics bailiwick, Provenance ranking is a mark of quality that intertwines with 
Intention, to gauge whether a post is genuine, unsolicited, and valuable. 
 

Sentiment, Influence, Attention, Intention, and Provenance – these are the metrics that will be surfacing as a 
more or less cohesive set of tracking criteria over the next 24 months. Other, as yet unknown metrics may yet 
appear, as the opportunity to measure language and its meaning is inexhaustible. Certain vendors may not 
offer the full spectrum of metrics, while others certainly will. Furthermore, the utility of untested metrics, such 
as Intention, may not surface in such a way that the users find elegant or meaningful. 
 
CGM metrics is, at this very moment, undergoing its birth pangs. The enumeration of the above metrics is 
merely a prelude of what of tomorrow may hold. 
 
 

                                                   
11

 Intention measurement is based around 'splog detection and provenance', i.e., the automated, sometimes manual, creation of entire plagiarized 
blog accounts and articles that are paraphrased from other sources. The phenomenon became manifest with the advent of 'pay per post' 
systems.  

3rd Q uadrant Problem  Space Resell

! MNC’s high mentions of durable and high touch goods

! Head to head w ith classical brand practices

! Data is a curiosity at present but has provided early wins

! Nothing for SME, yet… .

! Low mentions, victims of brands represented

! SME needs way to reconcile brand and catalog
recommendations.

! Deep Analysis of large durable goods market for MNCs

! Massive Samples

! Competes w ith Brand Equity Practices

! High Level Quantitative Metrics

! Same problems, different presentation

! Pure Feelings and Live Reporting for Politicos

! Most Difficult to Solve

! Headlong Rush to Serve 2008 Presidential Campaign

! Big $$$$ in %  of ad buy

! It’s already late to start

! Large Demographics Firms on the case

! Utility CGM Farming - the UTB

! Ultra low-cost data returned via web services API

! Built in ‘sentimeters’ ala FAST

! Drive Prices to the Floor, opens new market for value added
data visualization and integration VARS

! Brand Reporting Library as a result of syndication

! End of the era for the 200k 10 week engagement

The Jump is Coming as Experts are Replaced by R efined Technology
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9 The Competitive Climate and Positioning for Success 
 
Every new industry entering an early adopter stream and encompassing novel offerings often exhibit a 
‘chief feature’; in the case of the earliest purveyors of CSA (as one CGM metric), we see that this chief 
feature is the cause of the early entrant's vulnerability – i.e., a long, expensive, and recurring engagement 
cycle. This model is already wearing thin and saturating the few early leaders of the quadrant. 
 
If the current engagement model were in any way successful, we would see the very few years of 
Cymfony’s tenure followed by a period of growth, increased and robust competition, and a vigorous 
charge to the fore by traditional brand consulting agencies.  Of course, the facts emerging from this report 
are at complete odds with this scenario; the market of competing CGM peers is sparse, the ability to scale 
engagements is faltering, and the discontent arising from the investor community is palpable

12
. 

 
Worse, the professionals who are the target market for these services are patently lukewarm to the 
current services offerings. This is not to presuppose that improvements in future CGM offerings will be 
met with a similarly unenthusiastic reception. However, judging from the present, fractional uptake in 
CGM services by internal brand managers (who have hardly sampled the offerings), the sector cannot be 
said to have thrived.  
 
A further telling goes to the particular instance of the withdrawal of the VNU Nielsen holdings partnership 
from a publicly traded entity, to a private equity holding. While the fact that the public entity was 
successfully rolled up as a performing asset is a net positive, the offending counterpoint is that no buyer 
within the cadre of brand consulting giants stepped forward as a suitor, and this speaks volumes. The 
speculative nature of the value of CGM metrics is the contrapuntal etude playing a second fiddle to 
classical brand sciences. 

9.1 Competitive Segmentation 
 
The CGM sector is presently divided between agency practices, hybrid technology practices, and 
expert technology consultancies. There are presently no ASP solutions that can actually be 
engaged. 

 
 
9.1.1 Agency practices are zero technology footprint. The delivery of the CGM metrics suite is via reports 

and presentations. The present CGM leader in the agency mold is Umbria, but it must be recalled that 
even Umbria, with perhaps thirty full time analysts dedicated to brand sector commentary, is a tiny 
spec on the brand consulting horizon.  
 

9.1.2 Hybrid Practices deliver a semi-technical service, but are also modeled on brand equity engagements. 
Cymfony is an example of a hybrid practice. One aspect of the business model is that a significant 
portion of the engagement is reserved for customization of the reporting interfaces. Buzzmetrics is 
also a hybrid agency, but much more in the mold of a standard brand equity practice. The company 
has access to the vertical brand consultancies of AC Nielsen. 
 

9.1.3 Expert Consultancies have an academic flavor and have steered some of the best know CGM 
agencies. Experts such as Brecker Baldwin of i-Alias make a comfortable living advising all of the 
agencies at one time or another. Dr. Ken Abrams of You-Know, Inc., advises several tools vendors. 
 

9.2 Overburdening and Saturation of the Leaders 
 
The leader's early wins are being tempered by a leveling of enthusiasm as the target community 
tires of the lengthy engagement cycle and the ambiguity of the results set. Brand managers are 
comfortable with the sampling results they acquire from standard brand equity consulting agencies, 
and have learned to act based on the data thereof.

13
 

 
With CGM practices, it is the author's opinion that the model is both saturated from the standpoint of 
labor limitations, and potentially stagnating due to the roll-off in the post enthusiasm era for CGM 
metrics.  

                                                   
12

 The Series A VCs for Cymfony demanded a sale, and not one Brand Equity agency cared to become an owner. Rather, TNS, an advertising 
measurement company, stole the venture.  
13

 Steering the advertising buy, as many brand practices generate revenue by taking a percentage of ad buy. They cant fool with ambiguous 
metrics, as too much is at stake. 
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It is quite one thing to run a few CGM brand monitoring surveys that are conjoined with a major 
brand's standard practices. It is quite another to re-engage in an ongoing basis with a metrics firm 
that requires 8-12 weeks of set up per sampling at 100-200k per survey; although price is not the 
primary driver of the acceptance of new age CGM metrics, the questionable utility of the metrics 
juxtaposed with standard brand metrics will remain an enigma until internal brand managers figure 
out what they are looking at. 
 
The blush is already off the rose for most multinational CPG brands, and may be somewhat more 
resilient for CE and Automotive, but the agency model for CGM is very weak due to the awkward 
model of engagement. 

 
 

 
9.3 Small and Medium Businesses Left Out 

 
SME that are not brand owners (almost all technology and service companies), are hard pressed to 
justify ongoing brand monitoring through CGM metrics. The emphasis here is 'ongoing'; there may 
be a number of curious engagements for many SME in the +25-300M range, but how many of these 
companies are familiar with the practice of brand equity, how many have a stake in a brand that is 
sufficiently well elevated in the on-line population's worldview to make a measurable impact in the 
metrics? Very few indeed.  
 
However, many SME do have an interest in monitoring the brands they represent, and of being 
properly informed regarding brands that they may choose to represent – and therein lies the 
opportunity:  
 
The SME market is wholly unsuited to the agency model of long cycles and costly recurring 
engagements. However, as metrics are expanded and conjoined with BI services, call centers, and 
services monitoring, we have unearthed a heretofore unexploited fissure in the opportunity quadrant 
which obviates the need to butt heads with multibillion dollar Brand Equity practices, as well as with 
copycat CGM agencies trying desperately to mimic these established touchstones of the American 
marketing landscape. A service that informs the mid-market as to brand-line choices and provides 
steering advice for cooperative advertising and floor planning decisions is the next move. CGM can 
provide such services through bi-corporal stochastic predictor mechanisms.  
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9.4 Homogeneous Yet Unstable Pricing Models 
 
The sector leaders are cloning their pricing models while the subtle tongue of desperation and 
evasion are beginning to infiltrate the rhetoric. Something emerged in the vendor interviews feeling 
akin to a 'closing conversation' inappropriate to analyst's discourse. Even if some of the early fact 
finding was performed with the implication that an internal service was to be investigated and 
contracted for, there was an entirely inappropriate urgency to move the engagement to terms. 
 

9.4.1 The leaders are aiming at a custom pricing model that defies comparison; when pressed, all of the 
interviewees hedged and converged around retainers clustering around 25-45k, with quarterly updates 
at around 20-33k. Some of the participants providing dashboards broke out pricing for these 
customized services. It seems that all of the leaders are shooting for a mezzanine charge model that 
starts at 100-250k for each project. The ongoing updates for tweaking the training and reporting is an 
extra cost. 
 

9.4.2 When the conversation turned to sales talk, at least two of the vendors were willing to initiate sample 
projects for under 20k; it was unclear which services where to be compromised or cut back. The 
account reps that participated seemed under pressure to close, and sent many emails and made 
several calls to initiate a closing process, although the author was clear that this was a management 
briefing that would probably not result in an immediate sample engagement. 
 
The overall feeling was one of pressure and desperation, which lines up with other indicators of a weak 
services sector. 
 

9.5 Limitations Arising from Labor Loading 
 
Customized NLP query models are inherently inefficient, requiring 3-5:1 ratio of support and 
marketing personnel to feed one computational linguistics team. Such imbalances lead to slack 
teams, and sometimes, hot runs that cannot be serviced. This is one of the key features of the 
industry's immaturity, and squares with a move towards a syndicated publishing model whose entire 
rationale is to flatten the labor loading model. 
 
The deficiency of the burdening model is the foremost reason not to model after the sector leaders. 
Whenever a practice is structured to funnel down to a highly rarified specialist corps, the system 
becomes instantly stressed and subject to saturation. Compared to analyst practices, where the 
burdening is much higher, with a ratio of 10:1 or more, we see that CGM practices do not fare well. 
 
Analyst practices modeled on researchers, writers, and editorial assistants (in the production corps) 
are very productive, scaling almost linearly or better and making use of outsourcing and contract 
overflow provisioning on-demand. Many such practices may have one or two sales team members 
per sub-section, and often task the practice leaders with marketing duties. Analyst practices have 
short setup times, and well known engagement models. Such practices are not butting up against an 
entrenched and respected model that dominates the market at the most lucrative client levels

14
. 

 
CGM practices, in their current form, are in direct competition with gigantic brand management 
consulting groups, such as Gallup, and many others. It is precisely at the top levels of engagement 
that new age CGM is trying to break the market, and the leaders are already topping out their 
production curve.  
  

9.5.1 Saturating a CGM Practice. 
 
With an eight week setup period, a CGM practice with a 3:1 burden will have a per specialist 
productivity profile of 6.5 projects per annum. Many CGM practices are burdened as much as 5:1, but 
in this case let's say the team is composed of one sales, one reader, and one raider, and one technical 
specialist. At 6.5 projects @ 200K per project we have a conservative 1.3M per team. 
 
The following table shows the gross, pre-cost, figures for a Cymfony style practice of around 60 full-
time employees, although we know that Cymfony uses some outsourced readers and a contingency of 
raiders that are prone to burn out. 60 full-time employees at a 3:1 ratio gives us 15 teams, but we 
know that not all of these are production. For the sake of simplicity, we will set team overhead at 150k 
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for the specialist, 100K for sales support, and 120k for the readers and raiders combines for a total of 
370K (times 15 teams). 
 

Teams / Projects GRBO Team Overhead Post Profit Prior Gross 
15 x 1.3M $19,500,000 $5,550,000 $13,950,000 
Operations @ 20%   $2,790,000 
Net Revenue   $11,160,000 
EPP @ 60   $186,000 
 
This is a very back-of-the-envelope work-up of the productivity of the current sector leaders as an example. A 
few notes are in order. The burdening presented here is shown as 3:1, but is actually more likely 4:1, 5:1. 
Furthermore, an EPP of 186k is hardly award-wining territory for the technology sector, and we have not added 
support personnel, though a fudge factor of 20% for expenses has been added. 
 
The scaling of such a practice model is less than 1.0, whereas analyst practices leverage work from across the 
practice and routinely achieve greater than 1.5 scaling by reselling all or parts of the commissioned research. 
 
CGM practices on the other hand are bound by the nature of the customized work to dead-end at the 
conclusion of each project. Of course, the leaders are eager to point out that these are recurring revenues as 
the projects are enhanced through reporting and customization at a lesser burden, but the author is totally 
unconvinced. 
 
As a mind exercise only, the reader is welcome to calculate the EPP of the model with a 5:1 team burden; the 
resulting figures are even more unflattering. Hint: a 5:1 team load gives 10 teams at 1.3M annually. It's not a 
pretty revelation. The resulting 13M GRBO is much less with a higher team overhead affecting not only 
revenues, but profitability as well.  
 
Of course, all of these leaders are hiring and trying every way possible to alleviate the bottleneck, but 
computational linguists are not easy to come by, and the state of the art currently does not favor automation of 
the creation of linguistic training sets. 
 
Not good. Join this realization to the fact that when VNU was withdraw to private holdings, not one notable 
name in brand equity consulting stepped forward to make the purchase.  
 

9.6 Taking a Contrarian Competitive Position 
 
In such a young industry, where the dominant technology is still in tumultuous formation, one cannot 
take the leaders at face value. These are now all privately held entities

15
, and we have no income 

reporting. With the move towards syndication, the advent of UTB, and the general commoditization 
of the sector, the strategist must extend his or her imaginative faculties in order to synthesize a 
potential services mix that leverages the state of the art, and joins this to the core competencies of 

 
It is precisely the lack of imagination that has led the sector leaders into early saturation; modeling 
themselves after brand equity practices, they approached with a model that targeted brand 
managers, but provided data that was unfamiliar, quaint, or peculiar to the constituency – not to 
mention inconsistent. 
 
Therefore, blindly following the early entrants into the sector with high-latency engagements 
modeled after quasi-brand equity practices is a problematic scenario for the following reasons 
anticipated by the author: 

 
9.6.1 Limited Labor Pool 

 
Computational linguists are in very short supply. The current state of tools does not allow for the 
substitution of 'semi-skilled' specialists to operate in a comparable manner. It is tempting to think that, 
with the maturation of tools, properly trained power users of NLP suites could in time construct the type 
of functional training sets that are presently generated by linguistic specialists. A proper CSA team's 
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focus is around the computational linguists, and places linguistic expertise as the fulcrum of the 
engagement, while the tools and readers act as the ends of the lever. 
 
The team's readers and raiders act as surrogates for current deficiencies in the state of the art; while 
tools are creeping forward steadily, the lack of properly constructed and standardized thesauri for 
measuring human sentiment in the context of 'brand' or 'product ' remains a stumbling block. Without 
properly focused scoring criterion, each engagement becomes a protracted exercise. 
 

9.6.2  Migration of Brand Management Demographic to Younger, Hipper, and In-Sourcing Prone Managers  

 
A new breed of brand managers16 are taking a fresh approach to their art. They are younger, 
technically competent, integration savvy professionals that are reshaping the very fabric of the internal 
brand management business. 
 
Positioning for success means taking these modern brand managers seriously. In the section entitled, 
"Understanding the Business of Brand", the author will propose a service segmentation that takes into 
account not only technology, but the character of this emerging professional profile. 

 

mimic the current sector leaders; these relatively weak companies are modeling after a classical model that 

position, and introduce services specifically for internal brand mangers of the new age – the technocrats, 
innovators, and integrators, all of whom are aware of and some of whom are products of the Web 2.0 
revolution. 
 

10 The Business of Brand – Evangelizing CGM Technology  
 
Modeling a new business unit in the image of the sector leaders (in essence) devolves to mimicking a 
brand equity agency, such as Gallup, AC Nielsen, Arbitron, etc. These aforementioned are powerful 
entities and are not given to ceding power. In fact, there is ample speculation (Forrester) that influential 
brand practices will seek to consolidate the sector via acquisitions.

17
 

 
Brand Equity agency models are concerned primarily with relationships between the internal brand 
managers and the consultancy.  
 
Classical brand business is built on a hybrid of fee based and percentage of advertising buy. Especially in 
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political action campaigns, where the CGM bull's-eye is being clearly drawn for the 2008 Presidential 
election, ad buy will be driving the accounts. 

10.1 Brand Sectors 
 
As shown in the diagram, the conventional sector layout of classic brand equity does not divide the 
MNC vs. SME; brand practice is divided between brand ownership among the primary sectors of 
B2B, B2C, Tech, Services, and Political, or rather, institutional campaigns, such as non-profits and 
electoral campaigns. 
 
The most important question may be the marketing budget dividing line that the SME sits atop. For 
companies with a marketing budget comprising 3-5% of gross revenue, we can surmise that for 
campaigns costing between 200k-2M, a fairly sizable percentage of revenues must be allocated to 
new media campaign metrics, including CGM metrics. This eliminates a sizable proportion of mid-
market companies, and especially technology companies, who in any case have no concept of 
brand equity. 

 
10.2 Reconciling Brand Equity with CGM 

 
As CGM is connected intimately with the concept of 'mention', only those brand owners that have 
sufficient ownership of brands have a dog in the fight. In a tangential sense, the SME who is 'subject 
to' or 'at the mercy of' brands that they represent, have a legitimate need to steer catalog and 
stocking decisions based on a broad set of criteria, one of which may be the science of CGM 
metrics. 
 
There is grave doubt that any CGM practice recently innovated (whether a current leader or a new 

over years, cover a wide range of monitoring and advisory services, and are probably inappropriate 
for a technology focused venture. 
 
The reconciliation of Brand Equity and CGM services is the key to the successful implementation of 
genuinely useful services that can be combined with traditional brand consulting, used by the mid 
market for decision support, and act as a counterbalance to the customer service operations that 
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are common to all mid market and larger companies that are already in possession of some of the 
most import brand intelligence, i.e., customer service and call center data. 
 

10.3 The New Brand We Understand 
 
A fatal commonality to all brand practices, CGM or Classical, is the total lack of agility in creating 
actionable campaigns. If this deficiency can be addressed, a large advantage has been attained. 
 
However, the greatest hole in the market, from a practice operations standpoint, is the lack of 
attention brought to the technology sector. While it is true that the author points the prime 
accusation at the technology sector itself as the genesis of brand myopia, there is ample evidence 
that the brand equity industry is at least as culpable for its misunderstanding of the tech sector as it 
relates to consumer demographics of perception – in other words, classical brand practices have 
never adapted their methodology to the age of technology, and there are numerous examples of 
such blunders. In FT's new identity as a brand services business unit (whether agency based or 
technology centric), a new opportunity is presented to correct these omissions.  
 

10.4 Jump Starting the Engagement Model 
 
Although more detail is given within the chapter entitled, 'Services Offering', within the context of 
branding services and the deficiencies thereof, Short-Circuiting the engagement model is one key to 
acquiring accounts within the SME sector. How this might be accomplished: 
 

10.4.1 Overtaking the UTB 
 
The Universal Taxonomy of Brand is a fancy name for a standardized thesaurus of brand and 
products. Such a living dictionary allows advanced query systems to generate results for subsequent 
grading and analysis using a great number of statistical and actuarial methodologies, CSA among 
them.  The UTB is an early stage, somewhat stealthy project being carried on by a consortium of blog 
hosting companies, media aggregators, and media services companies. According to the author's best 
sources, Six Apart, Comscore, FeedDemon, and Automatic are a few of the forces driving the UTB. 
 
The successful fielding of the UTB

18
 will certainly start the trend towards commoditization of CGM 

metrics services pricing. This move from costly optimized queries to more democratic, technically 
oriented service architecture is not necessarily a bad thing – the first incarnations of such a UTB will 
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be simple interfaces that will return vanilla data as to statistics, basic sentiment in aggregate, etc. UTB 
will be a slowly evolving web service offered by all social media sites. 
 
UTB is also the first strike against the unacceptably long engagement; though not a panacea, UTB 
solves the fundamental problem of compiling a workable corpus, which is often as vexing as scoring 
CGM metrics. 
 
FT can make hay over the UTB by undertaking a focused effort to either collaborate with the current 
UTB members (if at all possible) and magnifying their efforts through the addition of resources, or by 

bypassing the UTB working group and piloting an in house effort independently. 
 
Such a project is not as daunting as one may presume; the brand and product hierarchy is already 
made manifest for hard goods via the UPC codes assigned via the GS1 Uniform Code Council. The 
challenge is in creating a model for semantic querying, which will probably be implemented via the 
SPAQL protocol (more in the technology chapter).  

 
 

11 Services Offering 
 
Going head to head with the current sector occupants will not yield a robust model for serving internal 
brand managers within the MNC sector; these experienced managers of the old guard are accustomed to 
virtually unlimited access to classical brand equity services provided by the giants of the brand consulting 
industry. While there have been a few early wins by the sector leaders in securing national brand 
accounts, we can surmise that these engagements have been undertaken out of curiosity, or to measure 
against classical brand equity metrics. There is no indication whatever that multinational brands are in any 
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way married to the CGM maiden, and the flirtation is yet in its early stage19. 
 
However, as the new guard of brand management takes hold, with younger managers coming on line in 
the next few years, we shall see a precipitous uptake in CGM metrics as these technocratic managers will 
partake of services that fit their propensity for integration, in-sourcing, and general familiarity with the 

Web 2.0 space. The question that pains future product planning for the MNC and SME sectors really 
devolves upon what services shall be offered, as we can be relatively sure that such services will look 
nothing like the present narrow spectrum of high-cost, high-latency,  custom engagements. The move 
towards commoditization and syndication, as mentioned earlier in this monograph, will be the catalyst for 
changes that the current leaders are, in all likelihood, not equipped to address.  
 
In the present case, providing a set of useful and compelling services for the SME and MNC will mean 
gathering the strengths of the conglomerate in mobile multimedia, call center operations, and data 
services provisioning. This unique and unaddressed triumvirate bridges the gap between the true 
outcomes of customer services via the call center, providing a balanced and truly utilitarian measurement 
of CGM (in a much expanded form), as a bedrock check against the reality of the former.

20
  

 
Such a service, reported in real-time via mobile multimedia devices provide a useful spectrum of services 
that both the MNC and SME can exploit. In no small way, they are all either the owners or recipients of 
brand consciousness as an aspect of consumer mind-share, or of the outcomes of existing customer 
service points of contact.  

11.1 Providing Balanced Measurement Services  
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The concept of balanced services takes into account the full spectrum of metrics and the 
reconciliation of CS outcomes with perceptions as measured in the CGM sphere. This concept has 
been, at the very least, unexplored by the early entrants to the sector; such a deployment requires 
cross functional expertise and an engagement model that is far more expansive than current 
offerings.  
 
A Balanced Services offering spans the interests of brand owners, and those that are impacted by 
the outcomes of brand strategy.  Dealers, distributors, and independent service operations are all 
brand driven, as well as impacted by brand, and any innovation in this area should provide a 
bidirectional results set for the brand owners and those downstream. 
 

11.2 Services Spectrum 
 
The balanced services spectrum is a real-time product. Although this does not preclude standard 
reporting suites for report publication, for the offering to be compelling it must appeal to 
interventionists, making rich mobile reporting a must. 
 
The offering spans a broad swath of public and corporate systems in order to compile the necessary 
corpora for analysis. Where unfettered access is available from participating MNCs, then the 
offering will be expansive. In cases where SMEs downstream in the brand chain are unable to mine 
CS data for outcomes, then the offering will be constrained to the data sources that are available

21
. 

Central to the offering is the questions of relationship; large CE manufacturers have numerous 
relationships with mid-market distributors and retailers, and in these cases the model should hold. 
The same is true for the automotive retail brand chain, where MNCs are accustomed to sharing 
outcomes with the mid-market.  
 

11.2.1 Real Time Advertising Auditing  
 
The service compiles a corpora from internal and wild sources for mentions of specific ads and offers, 
also takes into account built in notes and surveys from on-line offers. Monitors CS stream for 
references to ads and offers outcomes. Cooperative advertising program rates may be contributed to a 
calculus of predictive outcomes and recommendations.  
 

11.2.2 Real-Time CS Ops and Outcomes Intervention 
 
The magic triangle chart depicts a forward thinking integration of voice, interventional statistics, and 
mobile reporting. The steepest penetration milestone is large scale CRM systems within Global 
Corporations. These players and the CRM contact center data thereof if some of the most proprietary 
information. The ability to build a bridge between these systems and the downstream brand chain of 
distributors and retailers will be a challenge driven by quality outcomes.  
 
One trend that bodes well for these future product integrations is the trend towards inventory visibility; 
previously closed and proprietary systems that isolated manufacturers, distributors and retailers, are 
now fully transparent and oftentimes publicly available via web services interfaces. If this trend holds 
true, then properly secured CRM and call center data can be integrated and mined for outcomes and 
interventionist trends

22
. 

 
11.2.3 Product Line and Distributor Performance 

 
A broad mining set for joining specific mentions of products, lines, services, and joining the corpora to 
mentions of channels, distributors and retailers. The corpora are joined to CGM metrics by region, 
where possible. 
 

11.2.4 Catalog Recommendation Engines 
 
Down-Line brand operatives need ongoing advice as to which lines and distribution channels they 
should carry. Although there is ample market research for every conceivable channel in the 
conventional reporting sense, a real-time mobile reporting product could give an early warning 
indication of trends in influential buyer's communities. The mining of MySpace and Xanga blogs of the 
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younger generation is considered one of the Holy Grails of predictive marketing. 
 
The most exciting notion here is the joining of CS data with in-the-wild CGM metrics. This paradigm 
ties together the actual in-place sentiment of existing customer relations with predictive market 
research derived from the social media sphere. Such an expansive integration will not be trivial, but is 
certainly a worthy topic of applied research.  
 

11.2.5 Retail Services and Dealer Performance  
 
This is a service focused on general commentary mined for metrics on relationships, and uses a 
specialized thesaurus tailored to the retail services and dealer channels. Whereas the previous service 
joins specific product mentions to a channel, this service uses specific criteria for customer to dealer 
relationships and outcomes, as opposed to product outcomes.  
 

11.3 Supporting Services 
 
The requirement for supporting technical services will be great, as the balanced services offering 
requires connection to call center systems data. What makes this services offering attractive to the 
elusive SME (the very organizations left out of the brand equity equation), creates the concomitant 
requirement for connection to CS and other quality monitoring systems that are often distinct from 
formal CRM databases. Such systems may include customer relation hotlines, third party monitoring 
services, and data in-the-wild (CGM). 
 
Therefore, as described in the organizational section, a new business unit will need to address a 
fairly comprehensive trade-off of systems level technical engineering in order to secure a more 
enduring market. Whereas setting sights on current CSA practices is tempting, and requires 
technical aplomb in its own right, the balanced services offering is, without a doubt, a more 
demanding technical model with a much larger and longer lived value cycle. 
 
The following are brief entries on the speculative requirements relating to the purely technical 
aspect of the balanced offering. See the organizational and plumbing chapters for more descriptive 
and expansive coverage. 
 

11.3.1 Back End Services 
 
Database engineering for ETL , transactional replication, and log shipping between call center systems 
and the CGM services unit's mining and reporting systems 
 

11.3.2 Security and Sanitization 
 
Provides an audit of the security scrubbing of customer confidential information sourced from the CRM 
databases of client service members. 
 

11.3.3 Account Services 
 
This (mostly) hosted solution will require a skilled corps of account representatives that can address 
complex technical issues related to BI, Data Sources, and co-connection with in-the-wild metrics.  
 

11.4 Expanding the Metrics 
 
Metrics Expansion will need to take center stage in this initiative in order to provide the depth and 
value that client's will expect. In particular, all of the interventionist models will require a build-out of 
Influence and Intention metrics. 
 
 

12 Major Segmentation between SME and MNC  
 
The value chain addressed by this proposed solution must be juxtaposed with the frontal challenge posed 
by Brand Agencies in the classical model that occupy perhaps 90% of the spending on demographic 
research services disbursed by prominent brand owners, that is to say, MNCs.  
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Mid-Market companies, occupying below 300-500M, are not involved in the struggle over brand equity as 
such, but are the recipients of decisions made by the brand owners. There may be exceptions, especially 
in the new media and technology space, but even these exceptions are subject to a cost model that is 
substantially constrained compared to the MNC. 
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SMEs are interventionists, guidance seekers, and recommendation services buyers; being supplied with 
real-time intelligence is the core driver of marketing support services for the SME. To wit: 
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Marketing
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13 The Plumbing 
 
The creation of a metrics mining systems serving a balanced services model is a complex, multi-user, 
multi-system vehicle. The system must take into account not only the functional aspects of the CGM 
metrics and BI, data visualization, and multimedia reporting, but must also manage the workflow, billing 
and complex account setup. This is a much more involved architecture than creating training sets for 
CSA. 

13.1 Account Management 
 
Provisions administrative services for the complex setup of balanced services. Includes ODBM and 
Direct SQL data sources, security, reporting options, account holders and administrative users. 
 

13.2 Workflow 
 

Connects to the billing system for hourly rates and invoicing. 
 

13.3 Public Corpora Administration 
 
Allows for tuning of the data warehouses used in collating CGM and MSN. Imposes a system side 
index and pre-fetch of UTB (or alternative taxonomy) indexes. 
 

13.4 Training Set Interface  
 
The interface for experts working on custom queries and specific set up for distributor and dealer 
names imported from the ERP and CRM systems of clients. Hopefully, will become less exercised 
as time goes on and sets can be reused. 
 

13.5 Visualization and Mobile Reporting Server Admin. 
 
The data pumps that act as gateways to the numeric conversions to vector based reporting, and the 
mobile J2ME clients, as well as any thin or thick desktop clients (AJAX, Flash, and Laszlo).  
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14 Organizational Model 
 
The foremost conundrum facing the new business unit is the form that the organization will take; the 
choice devolves upon classical agency models, or a more technology oriented services model. 
 
Agency models are tempting, and the de facto model for the current quadrant leaders, as this paradigm is 
well understood by the most influential buyers of brand management services, i.e., internal brand 
managers. However, the output of the proposed balanced services offering is very different and in many 
ways at odds with the typical output of agency practices. These practices typically provide guidance as an 
integral component of their reporting, as in the case of Umbria and, to a lesser extent, Cymfony. 
 
The Technology oriented services model is far more amenable to a new offering, as it would be an almost 

conglomerate wishes to institute a search for a leading practice manger, but these very well known and 
visible personalities are seven figure hitters.   
 
The organizational model for a Technical Services brand metrics practices offering a balanced bridge 
between CS BI, and reconciliation to CGM data in its expanding form, would have the following 
components, described herein: 

14.1 Technical Leadership and Staff 
 
The technical team deals with the infrastructure of the internal systems and the engagements 
insofar as CRM and call center text harvesting are concerned. As the technology will creep towards 
real-time voice recognition, VOIP integration, and call routing / switch integration (potential for 
SS7), the team leader needs to be a crackerjack of both Telco and IT trades. This will be a tough 
position to fill. Here are your technical staff members: 
 

14.1.1 Director of Technical Services (1) 
 
First point of Contact to Vendors. Creates Architecture for the balanced offering in concert with the 
development staff. Delegates operational work to first technical lead. Understands every system,  
piece of equipment, and software interface. An integration and enterprise database monster. Knows 

point of contact for R&D post development.  
 

14.1.2 Senior Technical Team Leaders (2) 
 
Two staff members divide work of back end and internal systems plumbing. Back end specialist takes 
close direction from Director, and is another ERP/CRM expert. Second Senior staff member is the 
'acting architect and babysitter' for the new internal systems until they are proven to be reliable. This 
means that team leader #2 will hand off the internal systems to operations and move to architectural 
enhancements with the director as the system maturation cycle 
 

14.1.3 Technical Staff Members (4) 
 
Each Technical staff member shall be tasked to one or two major internal or external system. During 
development, the staff will float based on their primary areas of expertise, either as Telco or IT 
specialists. After initial maturity, this will become a cross functional team for operations support. 
 

14.2 Operations Staff 
 
The operations staff comprises the daily grind of the departmental business; creating accounts, 
setting up or selecting reports, addressing support issues, and core linguistic and metrics issues. 
This team will outpace the growth of the technical team by a 2:1 ratio.  Team members: 
 

14.2.1 Senior Applications Team Leader (1) 
 
Carries primary responsibility for the staffing and operation of the internal systems. Works with the 
R&D team to refine functionality in deployment.  
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14.2.2 Systems Operations Staff Member (4) 
 
Begins life as an administrative operator of one of several key applications, then transitions to training 
and / or management. 
 

14.2.3 Senior Staff Scientist Computational Linguistics (1) 
 
The operations staff needs to have at least one linguistics expert on staff to clarify complex issues 
related to both the development of new system features, as well to intervene in operational matters. It 
was a coin toss as to where to allocate this specialist, within development or operations. 
 

14.2.4 Support Team and Training Members (8) 
 
There will be an initial surge of support related work until the system matures; the very work of logging 
support tickets might be a team burden equal to the operations staff workload, and all staff members, 
including the technical team, may have to pitch in during early days.  Support team members will float 
between training and operations.  
 

14.3 Unit Leadership 
 
A veneer of brand leadership would probably be a good idea, at the very minimum, in order to steer 
the department in the proper direction as to the tone of its message, what sectors to concentrate in, 
and generally, as a brand savvy face to a very technocratic organization. 
 
There is no doubt the unit should be lead into the market by a brand expert that can straddle the 
emerging Web 2.0 Properties sector, and traditional durable consumer goods. It would be a great 
win to find an ex-Apple brand manager. Staffing: 
 

14.3.1 Brand Services Practice Senior Partner (1)  
 
The title says it all. This person in the face of the practice, and hopefully can lead the unit into 
profitable territory. A tech savvy, ex CE or big IT brand guru out of retirement or making a move would 
be good, and expensive. So Necessary. 
 

14.3.2 Practice Management Partners (3)  
 
Work the engagements with number one. Delegate to the operational staff needed demonstrations and 
adaptations for custom engagements. Ex-Analysts are ok, need not be brand people. Technically 
competent. 
 

14.3.3 Account Engagement Staff (5)  
 
The operational staff for following up and closing the engagements, closing accounts, and researching 

new territory.  
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15 Engagement Model 
 
Models of engagement for balanced services are somewhat different from both classical brand equity 
practices, and new age CGM practices. In the classical and CGM modes, the cycle is free from technical 
considerations. In the balanced model, certain clients will be deeply subsumed in initial interoperability 
issues until the era dawns where these services are available ala carte. Continual refinement by the 
services provider will eventually create hosted services that lock-up as easily as any hosted service. 
 
In order to offset the most vexing aspects of the back-end system corpus generation and data 
synchronization with internal systems, it will be important to evolve services that are able to lock up 
quickly. Such a facility to artfully attain secure DB-DB connectivity across enterprises is a specialty that is 

more than technical, including an aspect of politics and the corporate hierarchy; while certain early 
engagement contacts will have the authority to contract, roadblocks may appear from nowhere once the 
work to begin integration is commenced. 
 
In the normal process of engagement, the outreach process parallels the sales process of most technical 
services engagements. In internally resourced models, such as where the Telco hosts the call center 
infrastructure, the model is merely an incremental cost. 
 
The following model may be executed on multiple parallel paths, but for sake of clarity is described in a 
steeped process that may be recast as a CPM:  
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15.1 Outreach 
 
Outreach is the sales process, and the following processes that work-up the potential engagement. 
Much of the preparatory work is speculative, as there is no payoff until the basic intent and technical 
hurdles can be divined.   
 

15.1.1 Prospect Outreach 
 

15.1.1.1 Determine Influential Actors and P&L Signers 
15.1.1.2 Determine Key Project Attributes and Matrix with Services Offerings 
15.1.1.3 Compose Proposed Project Timeline  
15.1.1.4 Compose RFP Response 
15.1.1.5 Determine Number of Callbacks 
15.1.1.6 Determine Exhaustion of Prospect 

 
15.1.2 Pre-Engagement Post Agreement 

 
15.1.2.1 Technical Concordance Meetings 
15.1.2.2 Specifications for Interoperability 
15.1.2.3 Accounts, Super users 
15.1.2.4 Reporting Formats, Suites 

 
15.1.3 Engagement 

 
15.1.3.1 Integration Teams 
15.1.3.2 Data Warehouse or ETL Setup 
15.1.3.3 Test Corpus  
15.1.3.4 Test Sample Trainings 
15.1.3.5 Live Data 
15.1.3.6 Troubleshooting 
15.1.3.7 Delivery 
15.1.3.8 Punch List 
15.1.3.9 Acceptance 

 

16 Partnerships and Targets of Strategic Acquisition 
 
The strategy to advance the Telco's position through OEM, Partnership, or Acquisition, is a valid path to 
ameliorate what is only a moderately late start into the CGM space. All of the technology to effect the 
implementation of the practice is readily available, with the sole exception of advanced linguistic scoring 
expertise and matching tools.  
 
There are no ready tools that provide a turnkey solution – even for the relatively popular, recently 
commercialized 'Sentiment Analysis'. Even CSA is in a state of great flux, deficient in juxtaposition to 
standard demographic methodologies, and still not readily accepted as a bedrock and enduring metric by 
key influencers  within the national brand management consciousness. Therefore, any strategic 
partnership should concentrate on acquiring, by whatever structure, the long-legged expertise that can 
provide continuous innovation to the science of social media metrics – not just CSA.  
 
The following companies and individuals are highlighted for the contribution they have offered to this 
report; with the august Forrester publishing a thin Brand Monitoring report of a mere fourteen pages 
quarterly, it was no small task to collect the expertise and opinion needed in order to synthesize a product 
offering that exceeds the current paltry state of the early entrants to the sector. Source materials quoting 
these colleagues may be found in the appendices. 

16.1 Expertise via Long-Term Advisory Services 
 
The expert services purveyors are in an ideal position to advise the venture on the no-nonsense 
issues of computational linguistics. As proponents of open source tools, and acting as staunch 
independents, they are not subject to the myopia of venture capital equity, nor of false claims of 
proprietary technology. As a result, the advice given is more likely to be as broadly applicably as 
can be expected.  
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16.1.1 I-Alias, Dr. Brecker Baldwin  
 
(See Interviews) 
 

16.1.2 You-Know, Inc., Dr. Kenneth Abrams 
 
(See Interviews) 
 
 

16.2 OEM Partnerships - Buzzmetrics 
 
VNU, the print and electronic media publishing company, was recently rolled up with its holdings 
and taken of the public trading floor. Buzzmetrics is one of VNU's Holdings. 
 
The Nielsen-Buzzmetrics partnership is the largest and best resourced of the new age CGM 
practices – they are also the closest match you can find to a classical CGM agency, employing 
Brand Equity Consultants that specialize in product specific practices. 
 
Nielsen Buzz also has a division dedicated to technology and employs two of the best linguistic 
scientists, known as the two Matt's.   The leader of the division, Karthik Iyer, is actively pursuing 
OEM licensing of the Buzzmetrics technology. Please see the interview appendices. 
 

16.3 OEM Partnership – Buzzlogic 
 
Buzzlogic is the current leader in non CSA metrics. The company's current SAAS suite for 
measuring Influence is a market leading property with no immediate competition in sight, though 
one can be sure that there is intense work being undertaken throughout the industry.  
 

16.4 Strategic Acquisition - Lexalytics 
 
The CEO of this nine person company in Massachusetts is on an active hunt to harvest the value in 
the company. LXA is interesting because they are tool used by Cymfony. As a Sentiment vendor, 
and purveyors of the HSD (Hand Scored Dictionary), LXA has done the hard work of hand scoring a 
thesaurus of sentiment over a period of years, refining and sifting the training set and detection 
technology. LXA is ready to be bought. 

 
Conclusion 
 
The unformed nature of the nascent CGM metrics sector makes a voluminous conclusion problematic. The 
industry was formed from roots of academic research that is still in full flower, and is also sorting its product 
differentiation amongst many old-line vendors that have become somewhat staid. 
 
The initial services offerings of the sector leaders are modeled on classic brand equity consulting models yet 
lack the deep revenue generating roots to advertising commissions. The current leaders are have saddled 
themselves with a high latency engagement model that is also highly labor burdened. Saturation is a real 
concern for the leaders, as the type of specialists needed for their highly customized work is hard to find in the 
hiring stream. In order to address these limiting factors, the leaders are starting the process of transitioning 
from customized campaigns, and to syndicated research publications on standardized, popular brand topics of 
interest. 
 
Going head to head with these early entrants is an ineffective strategy, for in addition to the above mentioned 
limiting conditions of saturation, these CGM agencies are always being held up for comparison against 
standard the brand consulting practices of giants, such as Arbitron, Gallup, and A.C. Nielsen.  
 

and web-based applications – creating a balanced offering that combines an expanded set of CGM metrics in-
the-wild with classical BI mined from call center statistics. The result of such an offering will be a visualized 
reconciliation of CGM and BI data, performance data for retail channels, and catalog recommendations for the 
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SME.  Such an expanded services offering is comprehensive, serves the segmentation between MNC/SME, 
and avoids the saturation and head butting with classical brand sciences. 
 
 
Report Interviews Appendix 
 
Long Interview with Dr. Breck Baldwin of Alias-i, makers of the very well respected, open-source, LingPipe 
NLP analysis pure Java toolkit. 
 
We (I did not reveal the identity of FT) have a friend in the industry - Dr. Baldwin and myself just remarkably 
hit it off in conversation and outlook about the tools industry in general, start-ups, VC's, lies, and independence 
of thought. This very grounded, real, talented academic in the open-source sector and I, are on the same page. 
 
Background: In 2004 Alias-i began selling commercial licenses, with customers including Westlaw for query 
spelling checking, Edgar Online for topic classification, Nielsen-Buzzmetrics for sentiment classification, and 
Technorati for Chinese/Japanese/Korean and Arabic search. So we know that Dr. Baldwin's work is 
commercialized, scales across large services and hosted Linux clusters, and that Lingpipe is not just an 
academic experiment - it is in production at many levels, and many large organizations add value by wrapping 
it with interfaces, query optimization, and other stuff. 
 
Here is the gist: This was a long interview, almost one hour, and Dr. Baldwin was very forthright. 
 
Q: Does Dr. Breck Baldwin believe that mining sentiment is a sustainable business model, either as expert 
services, tools, or ASP / other monetized (ad supported, or just free somehow (!) or other to bring people in the 
door for another business service???? Let's see how the conversation ranged widely: 
 
A: First lets make clear what "sentiment" means in this context. Typically it is the classification of text data --
news or blogs (very popular) into "good" "bad" "neutral" for a product, brand or person (politician). Good might 
be "I love my new iPod", bad "My iPod sux because it is scratched" and neutral "I wonder if iPods will come out 
in pink". On our web site there is a tutorial on movie review sentiment. We have had the best results with 
sentence based sentiment rather than entire document based sentiment driven by machine learning techniques 
that are shown about 1,000 examples of good and bad sentiment. We can then be around 70-80% accurate for 
the good/bad categories. Sentiment can also be done by hand, with pattern matching rules or with other 
machine learning techniques or a combination of the above. 
 
Can we make a business out of the 'extraction' of sentiment? This is already a business in the conventional 
sense of polling, standard desktop tools for mining text (often used by analysts in commercial and intel), and 
many other kinds of brand and media management - we do not have time to go into the existing, far ranging 
types of sources to gauge sentiment.  So, out of the gate, we have an established field of (non computational, 
but often statistically aided) sentiment analysis, and forms of sources that we have lived with for decades. 
There is a strong interest in automating this process as evidenced by the 2-3 calls we get a month about the 
topic from startups as well as more established players. 
 
However, when we talk about selling sentiment as a technological service, things get hairy. Like a fussy baby 
that does not want to eat what mother gives, computational models of sentiment are a hard to tune properly by 
a neophyte. How sentiment is expressed is dependent on the domain--cars get talked about in different ways 
than diet drugs. However, with good examples of the domains we have found that usable sentiment is possible 
for things like brand tracking.  
 
Q: How do we make this better? 
 
A: The computational model of deriving 'sentiment' is well established; however people's use of sentiment 
varies within generational, geographical, and area-of-interest sub-communities. The expression of sarcasm 
and certain types of negative sentiment is divergent in the extreme for the most contemporary generations that 
are highly oriented towards social media, while mature audiences have a tendency to maintain a localized 
lexicon for expressing sentiment in ways that are congruent for their pre-Internet generation. Just as the beat 
generation's slang was misunderstood (by the late 1950's social establishment), and as were the post beat-era 
hippies (vilified for re-definition of the language and culture), we are now in the throes of continuously evolving 
language usage patterns. This is similar to the way all generations mature and learn to speak in the vernacular 
of the day. Today's electronic media savvy domain, now called, CGM, is biased towards a technocratic, young, 
and highly educated corpus of users.  
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The nice thing about machine learning techniques though is that they can very quickly map from variations in 
language to sentiment classification. It is also possible that multi-level classification can happen where the 
demographic group of the writer is determined and then sentiment is done based on that group. This obviously 
excites marketing people greatly.  
 
Q: Is there a way to better define, constrain, or just plain enable a workable commercial model. What adds 
value? How are these pure tools, Open Source or Commercial, to be joined in a framework that serves, say, a 
local business constituency? 
 
A: That's it! The answer is to define, constrain and enable. Very good. This is the added value that we see 
springing up all around, with varying degrees of success. The expert community has had access to very good 
tools that have actually, only improved incrementally, as computational linguistics have not had any hyper 
jumps in years - computing power has...and this has changed the algorithmic implementations for better 
performance / cycle. This in turn has led to better results due to more CPU cycles being applied to each 
decision--our language models run at 2 million characters/sec so we can use a lot of models to process text. 
 
At any rate, success in mining sentiment is the same for all classes of tools, for they all must perform the same 
function or you can't sell them for basic text analysis. The application to a class of user is either optimized 
for specific tools, or additional systems are customized around them to guide the user in optimizing, 
constraining, or guiding the formation of optimal sentiment classifications. 
 
Author's note: The foregoing is indicative of the trend of creating standardized libraries of (Sentiment Mined) 
Brand Research mirroring commercial research topics by brand, product, etc. As these industries are most 
requested, each set of queries can be tested, refined, and constrained by the geographical and generational 
lexicons that predominate in their market gestalt.  If query formation is to become a 'layman's' game, as is web 
search today, then additional layers of 'enhanced usability' must be innovated to open doors normally only left 
ajar to professional data mining analysts, computational grammarians, and lexicographic specialists. These 
enhancements are the usual good stuff that makes the user experience better for all of us ,i.e., guided 
searches (did you mean), proposals of alternatives, user profiling, cross user learning to refine generational 
models of search lexicons and taxonometric extraction for special verticals, such as "video cameras" (or other 
alphanumeric nonsense), where model numbers give NLP fits. 
 
(Dr. Baldwin) Therefore: the customized search of high end-high touch boutiques are limited, yes, by the 
number of people they can train and employ to refine custom categories. The  costs to keep a computational 
linguist busy requires marketing resources, and the core engines must be tended to with new R&D, better 
hardware, etc. It is a constrained model that may be unsustainable in the long term - but may have applicability 
for the near term as brand managers and politicos use these reports and see if they measure up to 
expectations. Perhaps the single biggest driving force is the increased perception that machine based 
sentiment is a critical part of brand awareness in the world. In the next 5 years I predict that sentiment and lots 
of other computational linguistics capabilities will be considered essential enhancements to standard keyword 
search. 
 
Q: What of the commodity of sentiment? Will this just be another opening of more facets of the search pie, 
another feature, a small option, a shading of the page, self generated reports of all types of behaviors and 
metrics? Will it be impossible for the paid mining and reporting model to endure? 
 
A: Language is always going to be a specialist's game at the high end because it involves culture and societal 
dynamics. However, there will always be a drive to buzz-up tools and services as the blogosphere is a 
culturally significant phenomenon. We, as a culture, tolerate a great deal of vagueness in Google's results but 
it is a disaster to try to find balanced reviews of digital cameras or find a Michael Jackson who is not the pop 
star. The response to this has been smaller 'vertical search' providers who restrict the domain in interesting 
ways which in turn make it possible to leverage more aggressive techniques appropriate to the domain. 
Examples are technorati (blog search), IMDB (movie search and information) findlaw (legal) etc... 
 
 
Q: Might Google just wipe the entire blog analytics market off the map with a bombshell? 
 
A: The capability of Google to pull off any arbitrarily complex product innovation is overly heralded and 
somewhat undeserved. They have had numerous problems executing on many productivity applications in the 
process of introducing and integrating to market. As an organization, they are less than tightly run. They 
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certainly have the horsepower, but we shall have to wait and see their plans for analytics of sentiment.  
 
 
 
 
  
 

You-Know, Inc. Dr. Ken Abrams 

 

You-Know is a smaller operation that has plenty of work, here are Dr. Ken Abram's thoughts on 

sentiment analysis and conversation tracking as a business: 

17 It is very easy to get bad results in the sentiment game. That is why, for the present, linguists have an 
upper hand in 'crafting queries', refining lexicons, and using ontology's to further filter and identify 
contextual relationships. It is a multidisciplinary business that to Dr. Abram's knowledge had not been 
adequately addressed as an end user tool or service. 

18 Be that as it may, there is a lexicon of sentiment. To make this useful and applicable for brand and 
product research, these lexical models need refinement and targeting at the generational level. This is, for 
now, a crafty business. You-Know, Dr. Abrams' company, has worked with user driven models of the 
technology, and the author surmises that he has not lost hope that maybe, with some managed 
expectations, this may someday be a reality. 

19 Dr. Abrams feels that there may be applied multiple levels of services. A freemium model to get the feet 
wet, a subscription model for folks on the uptake, and then professional services or premium support (or 
highly rich media for training users in refining queries) for professionals wanting to really get good at this 
service. 

20 You-Know are aware of the influence model that Buzzlogic is pursuing, and has worked with some add-
ons for further expanding the sentiment model. 

21 I had the distinct feeling that Dr. Abrams felt that the tools, in the hands of competent experts, can deliver 
very good results. He expressed the sentiment (ye gads), that there are a lot of people crowing about this 
now, and that their ability to deliver is questionable. As the users of these expert-crafted metrics reporting 
products get somewhat less wet behind the ears, there may some shakeout in the market. 

22 Likewise with user driven services models - like Buzzmetrics or others that are sure to come: There will be 
some heat over it in the short to medium term, and it will eventually become a commodity and find its 
rightful place, as did web search, and web site traffic reporting. 

Ken is open to working with large organizations, he maintains ongoing ties to academia and those working on 
the leading edge of the science of language processing and social media monitoring.  
 
 
 

 

Skytide Systems 

Joseph Rozenfeld, Vice President of Strategy and Solutions (Co-Founder)  

 

Skytide Software is innovative yet under resourced company in San Mateo, CA.  Skytide Specializes in 'missing-link' text 

analytic software for the BI and Text Intelligence markets. The profile of the company's management team is a who's who of 

valley entrepreneurs, and the author's primary contact, Joseph Rozenfeld, is an experienced text analytics guru in every 

sense of the word. In certain special circumstances, the value of a technology partner may encompass more than the narrow 

scope of the vendor - license relation; in the case of SkyTide, Mr. Rozenfeld's vast knowledge of the text analytics market, 

interoperability of tools and vendors, and emerging call center integration issues, make Skytide more valuable as a 

knowledgeable local partner for FT's future plans in this area of test mining in all of its facets. Of particular interest to the 

author is that Mr. Rozenfeld has an intimate knowledge of each major Text Analytics vendors and has, to an amazing 

extent, uncovered interoperability issues that would otherwise be impossible to disambiguate by merely reading vendor 

collateral. 
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Skytide is a pure java, server based engine that performs its functions through an innovative use of what might be termed, 

'computational xpath'. This use of xpath is unique, and is totally unlike any contemporary implementation; Skytide's usage of 

computational xpath allows the engine to act in real-time, mine extremely large data sets, and provide maximum flexibility 

to bridging the gap between text analytics, real-time statistics, and reporting. 

 

Skytide, however, though functionally impressive, is rough around the UI and usability edges. This is not a startling 

revelation for any small, tech company on the peninsula, and the stark emptiness of their offices augers a strange and eerie 

feeling, especially in the third week of January - when the 20 person company should have been humming. 

 

Joseph demonstrated Skytide's various functions, exercising the engine in conjunction with text that had already been 

extracted for pertinent entities. Skytide needs unstructured text data to be well formed XML; most entity recognition and 

extraction engines do this by default. 

 

I saw immediately that Skytide could scrub data very quickly, much more so than comparable viz engines sold as add-on's to 

other text, BI, and analytics packages. This is not only important from the perspective of eliminating or reducing the 

reliance on Data Warehouse software as an intermediary for real-time text monitoring and reporting services, but for real 

time streaming of multi-channel text data as well. Mr. Rozenfeld has put a tremendous amount of thought and architectural 

muscle behind the concept of getting ready for real-time call center voice analytics, a market that will in all probability 

exceed the revenue expectations for CSA and Marketing driven text analytics as the metrics for CSA, Influence, etc., 

become wholesale commodities. 

 

In sum, Skytide's value as a partner goes far beyond the technology offered, which is unique and effective. The Skytide 

team's broad knowledge of the vendors, interoperability issues, real life experience, and broad engagement with the reality 

multiple incarnations of the text mining product spectrum. It does not hurt that they are local. 

 

Lexalytics, Amherst, MA 
 
Lexalytics is yet another example of what true domain expertise can bring to a small company that is very light 
on capital, and who refuses to sell equity to venture capitalists. good for them. 
 
The much vaunted 'partnership' between Cymfony and LXA is just that, vaunted; in LXA's own words (Jeff 
Catlin), "they are just another account, in some ways we collaborate, in some we compete in the area of report 
compilation. We would do the same for any sincere licensee, and yes, Cymfony's experience in brand-
awareness trumps our own, and our knowledge of the Thesauri of Sentiment through hand scored optimization 
puts LXA in the lead. 
 
Cymfony was the first, but not the only company to exploit LXA's engine in a visual way. By joining the 
knowledge of brand equity, brand management, product visibility and consumer metrics, Cymfony made the 
technology better by hand tuning the lexical controls even further. This is a still laborious job, even with the 
superbly responsive tools set that was recently demonstrated to this author. 
 
In pure reliability of phrase ranking, entity marking, and sentiment accuracy, the hard work LXA put into 
defining its HSD (Hand Scored Dictionary of Sentiment) shows off in an impressive display of smooth, 
responsive analytics. When joined to a real-time text statistical reporting engine, such as Skytide, and a fast 
speech-to text (Telco switch or VOIP) engine, the billion dollar triumvirate is formed - live analysis of call 
streams for customer services and brand monitoring. 
 
Add FT's massive resources in configuring mobile multimedia applications, and you have the next killer app for 
brand equity management, customer service intervention, and real time BI in your pocket. 
 
 
Buy this company - at least make way for a multi-year, close quarter, deep OEM agreement for technology 
transfer and great contributions from FT, both technically and monetarily, to LXA. 

 

nStein, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
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nStein is a publicly traded Quebec company that has relative revenue stability , yet never reached the potential 
that small cap  analysts felt was within the company's reach. Beyond it's market valuation, however, nStein 
probably has solid technology under the covers, as they have persevered over the years, built relationships, 
and are in firm love/death grip with the IBM Solutions division that will either greatly enable the company's 
potential, liberate their tools from isolation, and expand channels. If this does not happen - then the other fate 
awaits for all company's that run afoul of the IBM integration model - they will die of business suffocation as the 
IBM solutions specialists either fail to grasp the technology, strategic channel, or the momentum of the 
technical market. It has gone both ways for many companies, 
 
 
nStein is a company in transition. The company started as a solutions delivery centric model, and did quite well 
with early wins in the intel and text analytics partner mainstream, nstein's early demonstrated prowess in 
reliable entity extraction was, and still is, admired by many of their peers and competitors for their robust 
solutions and the back bench of talent that has had very little turnover - a rarity in the bleeding edge 
companies. 
 
nStein has decided of late to work exclusively with integrators, most notably IBM Services, in order to satisfy 
the bedrock needs of a text mining company desirous of selling a complete solution: 

1. A crawler to assemble the corpus to be analyzed - or corpora can be purchased or subscribed to from 
Moreover, Factiva, Technorati, and there are more all the time. 
2. A platform to index documents, creates meta-data, categorize and search documents (in one case for nstein 
it would be IBM Omni Find Enterprise Edition) or others 
3. A text mining software for categorization, concept extraction, entity extraction and sentiment extraction 
(from Nstein)  
4. Visualization tools to provide graphs for analysis results (or search results). There are many. 
 

integrator consider a system for managing accounts and for routing work through the system, billing, e-
commerce, time management for the specialists, etc. In short, a full commercial implementation for a working 
shop is more than crawling, creating reports, and billing. High volume job throughput needs automation, 
storage, routing, and all manner of productivity aids - otherwise we are talking about a technological curiosity 
and not a production system. 
 
Currently, nStein is in transition from selling standalone systems to the integrator model, as stated previously. 
Therefore, the author has had no opportunity to demo the product, even via a remote session. Other vendors 
have shown an amazing zest to get in front of the lab and make a deal, such as J. Rosenfeld of Skytide, and 
Jeff Catlin of Lexalytics - they are ready to deal. 
 
This is not to say that nStein is not ready or under resourced, quite the contrary. The company has more 
capital than most of the under funded NLP vendor cohort, and is a publicly reporting entity, which makes the 
health of the company far more transparent than any of the Private entities covered by Forrester.  
 
The rumors that nStein was to be acquired by IBM were neither confirmed nor denied, however, all such 
takeover machinations will be subject to a vote of shareholder proxy. However, just because IBM does not hold 
the majority of the shareholder equity does not mean that they do not have a firm grip on nStein's tender parts; 
from here on in, IBM tells nStein what to do. 
 
Buzzlogic the One to Watch for All Matters Relating to Influence 

 
It seems, from early investigations, that Buzzlogic is positioned to really make conversation and influence 
tracking a very full featured, accessible service.  
 
Now, after the interview, I am fairly well apprised of the method that Buzzlogic is applying. They have very 
little to be coy about, as they have been in development for years, have pioneers of social networking in the 
founders team, and are going to series A issuance and VC rounds presently. 
 
Mr. Robert Schettino was my contact, he runs marketing - I am fairly sure the tech contacts are well 
sequestered. However, as far as market dynamics and outreach to new channels are concerned, Bob was a 
great contact - 
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Buzzlogic is aiming to deliver on a more refined monitoring model that seems more robust than sentiment 
analysis alone. The model is Capital I influence. 
 
Buzz logic does not divorce linguistic analysis from the equation, but rather subordinates linguistic processing 
to context and the many layers of web / social media measurements that better reflect how complex the 
medium is. The model includes: 

1. Relevance of Topic - defined by the query terms 

2. Occurrences 

3. Linking 

4. Popularity 

5. Referrers 

6. Linguistics 

 
There is, in the Buzzlogic model, a distinct difference between popularity and influence. Something may be 
popular and non-influential. We see this in many A-List blogger phenomena - they get a lot of eyeballs, but 
very few people take these self-styled pundits and ranters seriously. Conversely, in the technical vertical 
communities, we have specialty media, including blogs, but also corporate sites, that are used for authoritative 
references. 
 
The Camcorderinfo.com blog is a great example: This blog is a definitive reference for emerging prosumer 
equipment; the author uses it all the time in preference to glossies and cnet type sites. However, there is much 
more than sentiment to be gained from these wide social networks that spring up around these "Expert Blogs" - 
who is commenting, what are the type of inbound links, is the conversation moving to new venues, who is 
driving the conversation. 
 
The advantage of the Buzzlogic model is that it not only monitors the influencers, it allows interaction with 
them by allowing subscribers to enter the comment stream and intervene or engage. 
 
Bob's comments were perceptive, as he felt that deep research by linguistic experts, with its concomitant hang-
time, may be a useful metric as an adjunct to panels and surveys, and may possibly take its rightful place 
alongside of standard survey practices, as a 'sentiment' counter balance. 
 
However for the SME, especially in real time work, such as customer service monitoring, sensitive issues in 
fast moving political campaigns, etc., influence will be the preferred real-world metric. 
 
Sentiment as a stand-alone, user driven service, may have its place among the cognoscenti in the beginning, 
but influence may be the enduring and more reliably measurable essence of the electronic media gestalt. 
 
Buzzlogic demo 
 
Was guest of Buzzlogic for one hour on 1/16/2007 - Attractive headquarters in same building as several of SF 
finest, such as Look-Smart. 
 
Buzzlogic subleases a very attractive floor space with other start-ups, and is well situated. Mr. Schettino is an 
experienced product/brand operative that came to Buzzlogic after dealing with the company as a client of their 
consulting services. As Buzzlogic develops their hosted subscriber facing services, Mr. Schettino will be driving 
the message, channels, and build out of the marketing organization. 
 
The demo was revealing and impressive. The Buzzlogic tool is designed to empower brand and issue 
management by identify the magnitude and relationships of influence. The application also allows the 
subscribers to engage the influencers by virtue of the fact that it identifies the content owners and allows direct 
navigation to the posts and content. 
 
The query interface is sophisticated. The front door of the application has an extensive drill down subject 
taxonomy category for simple selection of topics that are most probably derived dynamically as the influence 
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cloud changes (I assume). A custom query interface uses key words for topic inclusion exclusion. It seemed 
quite simple and effective. As sample results are returned (prior to invoking the analysis interfaces), the user 
can further refine the query in response to the prospective results. 
 
After the user is satisfied with the returned data set, the list of ranked influencers is returned and may be 
viewed and acted upon. The words, 'acted upon' are given extra weight here, as the Buzzlogic method is more 
than an analysis and monitoring tool, it is designed to drill down to the level where the brand manager / 
subscriber can engage the conversation. This sets apart the philosophy from other tools, as does the method of 
ranking and visualizing the influence maps. 
 
Influence Ranking and Visualization 
 
Buzzlogic has defined a method of ranking influence. I was unable to fully divine the depth of the method, 
however, the results do jibe with what one would expect from comparisons of A-list influencers, and just as 
importantly, seems to work on obscure subjects where a narrowing of the conversation to extremely technical 
topics is the norm. My test involved queried "electric scooters".  
 
Again, the ranking method seems to work and visualize the map of influence. The map is a spoke type wheel 
that delineates 'influences', and 'influenced by' relationships. The ranking is derived from volume, links, type of 
links, some linguistic processing, and other criteria. 
 
Surprising discoveries could be discerned; one influencer of electric scooters showed a vast number of 
outbound spokes, which Bob deemed to be a potential anomalous artifact or defect in the beta system's logic. 
However, if I perceived correctly, the site was correctly classified and just had many influential references. Not 
bad. 
 
There are other interesting uses of the Buzzlogic systems. In the short time we had, we found several A-List 
bloggers that had very obscure references to considerably lesser known blogs. This is a fascinating way to see 
who is influencing who. The impact on customer service and band management is potentially significant. The 
market will tell how much time and tracking the subscribers are willing to invest. 
 
Buzzlogic provides for the automated tracking and monitoring of the user's selected influencers, allows for 
excluding certain sites and posts, and overall the UI is inviting and functional. I saw the utility in all of this far 
more quickly and with a sense of greater reliability and authority than my earlier impressions on the gamut of 
sentiment analysis offerings.  
 
Although sentiment and Influence are quite different metrics, and by no means the only new class of 
measurements being cooked up, they are somewhat related in that the sentiments of the top influencers is 
important. The issues are how we get to that target of influence and report or act on, the sentiment. 
 
Need for further study and conclusion 
 
One hour with Robert was certainly enough to form a positive impression of the validity of the process and 
method. It was not enough to really delve into the full feature set and ramifications of the technology, business 
model, etc.  
 
There are further models of social media metrics beyond Sentiment and Influence. We touched briefly about 
Attention ( a well known metric of RSS readership), and Intention (a lesser known but evolving and speculative 
metric).  
 
In my brief exposure to the product, I probably did not get to see all the features, but I was somewhat left 
wanting to see a broader reporting interface to look at influence across a panorama, or in greater breadth, in 
more dimensions - I was unable to articulate this desire to Bob, which is probably due to my inexperience in the 
discipline. 
 
I am also in fair agreement regarding the proposed pricing model of 500/mo. This is certainly within reach of 
even modest local business that can determine the value of social media influence in their particular sphere. 
My distinct impression is that this a frangible model that can bend and adapt, evolve other subscriber or 
serving methods, including free or ad supported, and potentially be an embeddable technology. 
 
Buzzlogic has, at this point, distinguished itself in the area of visualizing and quantifying influence. It is robust 
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beyond the ambiguities of lexicon, and offers monitoring and method of engagement that can be invoked by 
the users of the service. 
 
They are offering something distinct and highly differentiated, and may enjoy a modest market lead, as I have 
not uncorked numerous directly related offering in my survey to date. 
 
I believe that Buzzlogic would be a very worthwhile co-venture, in OEM, technology transfer, or marketing 
partnership. The overwhelming size imbalance of the entities obviates any fear of mutual harm, and the 
domain expert / communications conglomerate model often proves productive if the process is managed with 
sensitivity to the needs of the innovator. 
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